7 November 2019
Hearings Panel: Urban and Services Plan Changes
c/- Eden Edwardson,
Support Assistant,
District Plan Department,
Whangarei District Council
By e-mail: eden.edwardson@wdc.govt.nz
Dear Hearings Panel members
Re: Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 –
Urban and Services to the Whangarei District Plan
Hearing Statement on Behalf of BP Oil New Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited
and Z Energy Limited
PART 1 – S42A REPORT – GENERAL OVERVIEW
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Reference is made to the abovementioned matters set down for hearing commencing 25th
November 2019. This Hearing Statement has been prepared on behalf of BP Oil New
Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited and Z Energy Limited (“the Oil
Companies”) and represents their views.
1.2 The Oil Companies made submissions to Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115,
136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 - Urban and Services (“Urban and Services Plan Changes”).
The broad reasons for the Oil Companies’ interests in the Urban and Services Plan Changes
are set out in their submission along with the rationale and relief sought in relation to
specific submission points and these are not repeated here.
1.3 The purpose of this Hearing Statement is to record the Oil Companies’ position on their
submissions taking into account the reporting planner’s recommendations in the Section
42A Report (“s42A Report”). For simplicity, this Hearing Statement responds to the
matters addressed in Part 1 – General Overview of the s42A Report only. The position of
the Oil Companies in relation to other parts of the s42A Report is set out in accompanying
Hearing Statements.
1.4 A summary of the Oil Companies’ position on the matters addressed in Part 1 – General
Overview of the s42A Report is included as Attachment 1 to this Hearing Statement. With
the exception of one submission point, the Oil Companies endorse the recommendations

of the Reporting Planner. Below, the Oil Companies set out their reasons for opposing the
recommendations relating to that one submission point and the relief sought.
1.5 For the record, the Oil Companies did not lodge any further submissions.

2.0 PART 1 – S42A REPORT – GENERAL OVERVIEW – O. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
Submission Point 101.34
2.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought that the Hazardous Substances provisions
are not rolled over into a separate standalone section of the District Plan as part of the
Urban and Services Plan Changes. As detailed in their submission, the Oil Companies
consider that it is inappropriate to roll these provisions over without first undertaking a
full s32 analysis of the need for such provisions and that rolling the provisions over is
contrary to the intent of the Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017 (RLAA) to ensure
that councils only place controls on hazardous substances under the RMA where they are
necessary to control effects that are not otherwise covered by other legislation, including
the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 (HSNO) and the Health and
Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA).
2.2 The Oil Companies are concerned that enshrining the Hazardous Substances provisions in
the new District Plan structure will disincentivise and postpone the need to review the
existing provisions in light of Ministry for the Environment Guidance and the change in
regulatory functions under the RLAA.
Reporting Planner’s Position
2.3 At para 196 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner recommends rejecting the Oil
Companies submission point and retaining the Hazardous Substances chapter as notified.
2.4 At para 195 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner notes that the National Planning
Standards (“the Standards”) require provisions relating to hazardous substances to be
contained within a Hazardous Substances Chapter and that the current restructuring is
proposed as an interim measure to simplify and streamline the district plan and achieve
consistency with the Standards until such time as a full review of the hazardous
substances provisions is undertaken as part of a separate plan change.
The Oil Companies’ Position
2.5 The Oil Companies’ position on this matter has not changed from that set out in their
submission and they continue to oppose the roll-over of the Hazardous Substances
provisions into a new chapter as part of the Urban and Services Plan Changes. In the Oil
Companies’ opinion, the nature and structure of the plan in terms of any accommodation
for hazardous substances should be considered only after a rigorous review of the need
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for additional RMA controls on hazardous substances is undertaken. Enshrining the
hazardous substances provisions in the new plan structure, as recommended, provides
no certainty or incentive that a hazardous substances plan change will be progressed in a
timely manner.
Relief Sought:
2.6 The Oil Companies urge the Hearing Panel to reject the recommendation of the
Reporting Planner and to not incorporate the Hazardous Substances provisions in a
separate standalone chapter in the new District Plan structure.
2.7 As a minimum, the Oil Companies urge the Hearing Panel to direct, to the extent
practicable, the council to prepare and notify a plan change undertaking a full review of
the hazardous substances provisions, including the need for such provisions, as a priority
and within a specified timeframe.
3.0 CONCLUDING STATEMENT
3.1 If the Hearing Panel has any matters of clarification in relation to the matters above, please
contact the undersigned on 021 0244 3961.

Kind Regards,

Georgina McPherson
Principal Planning and Policy Consultant
4Sight Consulting Limited
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Attachment 1: Urban and Services Plan Changes – Part 1 S42A Report - General Overview
Statement summarising Submissions of the Oil Companies, recommendations of the Reporting Planner, and the position of the Oil Companies with respect to the same
Changes from the text of the Plan Change as it was when proposed are shown as additions underlined and deletions in strikethrough

Part 1 – s42A Report – General Overview
Plan Change 88 Consequential Changes
Addressed in Part 1 – s42A Report – General Overview – N. Definitions
Plan Provisions and Sub No. Relief Sought
Oil
Companies’
Position
Definition
101.36
Retain the proposed wording of the definition
of ‘community signage’ as follows:
▪

Community
Signage

▪

Earthworks

Response of Oil Companies

Accept (para 191)
Retain the definition as notified.

The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Accept in part
Amend definition consistent with the
National Planning Standards (NPS), as
follows:

It is noted that the Section 42A Report
recommends that the definition of ‘land
disturbance’ is similarly amended for
consistency with the NPS, as follows:

Community Sign:
Means a sign displaying information relation to
the location of public facilities, place-names,
destinations of historical, cultural, spiritual,
sporting, or scenic significance, and the
advertising of public sporting, recreation,
community, social or cultural events.

Support

Definition

Section 42A Report Recommendations in
relation to Oil Companies’ submission

101.37

Retain the proposed wording of the definition
of ‘earthworks’ as follows:
Earthworks:

Support

Means any land disturbance that changes the
existing contour or ground level.

Earthworks
means the alteration or disturbance of
land, including by moving, removing,
placing, blading, cutting, contouring, filling
or excavation of earth (or any matter
constituting the land including soil, clay,
sand and rock); but excludes gardening,
cultivation, and disturbance of land for the
installation of fence posts

Land Disturbance means alteration or
disturbance of land, (or any matter
constituting the land including, soil, clay,
sand and rock), that does not
permanently alter the profile, contour or
height of the land. the alteration to land,
including by moving, cutting, placing,
filling or excavation of soil, cleanfill,
earth or substrare land.
The Oil Companies accept that these
definitions need to be made consistent
with the NPS and note that they appear
to be consistent with the proposed plan
definitions to the extent that
‘earthworks’ results in a change to the
existing ground level or contour, but
‘land disturbance’ does not. In this
respect, there does not appear to be any
need for consequential changes to the
objective, policy and rule framework
relating to ‘earthworks’ and ‘land
disturbance’.
The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.
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Definition
▪

101.38

101.39

Official Sign

Support
Definition
▪

Support

Regionally
Significant
Infrastructure

The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Landscaping:
Means land which is planted in lawn, trees,
shrubs or gardens.

Support

▪

Accept
Retain the definition as notified.

Landscaping

Definition

Retain the proposed wording of the definition
of ‘landscaping’ as follows:

101.41

Retain the proposed wording as follows:

Accept

Official Sign:
Means all signs required or provided for under
any statute or regulation, or are otherwise
related to aspects of public safety.

Retain the definition as notified.

Retain the proposed definition of ‘Regionally
Significant Infrastructure’ as follows:

Accept
Retain the definition as notified.

Regionally Significant Infrastructure
Means the infrastructure listed in Appendix 3 of
the Regional Policy Statement for Northland
2016.
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The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Plan Change 88 Hazardous Substances
Addressed in Part 1 – s42A Report – General Overview – O. Hazardous Substances
Provision
Sub
Relief Sought
No.
Hazardous Substances 101.34 Do not roll over the Hazardous Substances
(HAZ) section in its
provisions into a separate District Plan
entirety
section. Consider the nature and structure of
the Plan in terms of any accommodation for
Oppose
hazardous substances only after a rigorous
review of the need for additional controls in
this area.

Section 42A Report Recommendations in
relation to Oil Companies’ submission
Reject
The recommendation is to retain the
hazardous substances chapter as notified
on the basis that a review of the specific
provisions will form part of a future plan
change process.

Response of Oil Companies
As detailed in the Hearing Statement,
the Oil Companies continue to oppose
the roll-over of the hazardous
substances provisions into a new
standalone chapter of the district plan.
There is a need to review the hazardous
substance provisions, particularly in light
of the removal of the specific function
for councils to apply RMA controls to
hazardous substances (under the RLAA)
and the accompanying MfE Guidance
which clarifies the intent to avoid
duplication of control where hazardous
substances are adequately managed
under other legislation including HSNO
and HSW.
In the Oil Companies’ opinion, the
nature and structure of the plan in terms
of any accommodation for hazardous
substances should be considered only
after a rigorous review of the need for
additional RMA controls on hazardous
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substances is undertaken. Enshrining the
hazardous substances provisions in the
new plan structure, as recommended,
provides no certainty to stakeholders or
incentive for council that a hazardous
substances plan change will be
progressed in a timely manner.
The Panel is urged to accept the
submission of the Oil Companies and to
recommend to the Council that no
changes be made to these provisions.
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7 November 2019
Hearings Panel: Urban and Services Plan Changes
c/- Eden Edwardson,
Support Assistant,
District Plan Department,
Whangarei District Council
By e-mail: eden.edwardson@wdc.govt.nz
Dear Hearings Panel members
Re: Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 –
Urban and Services to the Whangarei District Plan
Hearing Statement on Behalf of BP Oil New Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited
and Z Energy Limited
PART 2 – S42A REPORT – STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND SUBDIVISION
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Reference is made to the abovementioned matters set down for hearing commencing 25th
November 2019. This Hearing Statement has been prepared on behalf of BP Oil New
Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited and Z Energy Limited (“the Oil
Companies”) and represents their views.
1.2 The Oil Companies made submissions to Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115,
136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 - Urban and Services (“Urban and Services Plan Changes”).
The broad reasons for the Oil Companies’ interests in the Urban and Services Plan Changes
are set out in their submission along with the rationale and relief sought in relation to
specific submission points and these are not repeated here.
1.3 The purpose of this Hearing Statement is to record the Oil Companies’ position on their
submissions, taking into account the reporting planner’s recommendations in the Section
42A Report (“s42A Report”). For simplicity, this Hearing Statement responds to the
matters addressed in Part 2 – Strategic Direction and Subdivision of the s42A Report only.
The position of the Oil Companies in relation to other parts of the s42A Report is set out
in accompanying Hearing Statements.
1.4 A summary of the Oil Companies’ position on the matters addressed in Part 2 – Strategic
Direction and Subdivision of the s42A Report is included as Attachment 1 to this Hearing
Statement. With the exception of three submission points, the Oil Companies endorse the
recommendations of the Reporting Planner. Below, the Oil Companies set out their

reasons for opposing the recommendations relating to those three submission points and
the relief sought.
1.5 For the record, the Oil Companies did not lodge any further submissions.

2.0 OBJECTIVE SD-023 AND POLICY SD-P15 (RENUMBERED TO SD-O15 AND SD-P32 IN THE
S42A REPORT)
Submission Point 101.30 and 101.31
2.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought to amend Objective SD-023 and Policy SDP15 to recognise that given the significance of regionally significant infrastructure, it can
sometimes be difficult and/or unnecessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects
per se. The submission suggested this could be achieved by adding “to the extent
practicable” to the wording of both provisions, as follows (additions underlined):
SD – 023 Adverse Effects:
Avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects of the development, operation and maintenance of
Regionally Significant Infrastructure to the extent practicable.
SD – P15: Benefits of Regionally Significant Infrastructure:
To have regard to the social, economic and cultural benefits of Regionally Significant Infrastructure
by enabling the ongoing operation, maintenance and upgrading of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure where adverse effects can, to the extent practicable, be avoided, remedied or
mitigated.

Reporting Planner’s Position
2.2 At para 194 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner recommends rejecting the Oil
Companies submission in relation to SD – O23 on the basis that the amendments weaken
the objective and do not give effect to Method 5.3.31 of the RPS (para 188).
2.3 There is no discussion in the s42A Report in relation to the Oil Companies submission on
SD-P15. However, the recommendation at para 306 is to reject the Oil Companies
submission and it is assumed the same reasoning applies as for the recommendation to
refuse the Oil Companies submissions on SD-O23.
2.4 In response to other submissions, the reporting planner recommends amending both SD
– O23 and SD – P15 to provide for offsetting and so that they both consistently refer to
‘development, operation, maintenance and upgrade’, as follows (additions underlined,
deletions in strikethrough):
1

It is assumed this reference in the s42A Report is intended to be to Policy 5.3.3 (of the RPS) as there is
no Method 5.3.3, only Method 5.3.4 and other references in the S42A Report in the discussion on SDO23 are to Policy 5.3.3.
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SD-O2315– Adverse Effects
Avoid, remedy, or mitigate or offset adverse effects of the development, operation, and
maintenance and upgrading of regionally significant infrastructure.
SD-P1532– Benefits of Regionally Significant Infrastructure
To have regard to the social, economic and cultural benefits of Regionally Significant Infrastructure
by enabling the it’s [sic] ongoing operation, maintenance, development and upgrading of
regionally significant infrastructure where adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, or mitigated
or off-set.

The Oil Companies’ Position
2.5 The Oil Companies support the amendments recommended to SD – O23 and SD – P15 in
the s42A Report in response to other submissions. However, they consider further
amendment is required to the provisions to provide an appropriate balance between the
requirement to avoid, remedy, mitigate or offset adverse effects and acknowledging that
the functional and operational constraints that apply to regionally significant
infrastructure mean that it may not always be practicable to avoid, remedy or mitigate
adverse effects per se, and nor may it be necessary to off-set them.
2.6 As noted above, the reporting planner (at para 188), considers that the amendments
proposed by the Oil Companies weaken the objective and do not give effect to RPS Policy
5.3.3 ‘Managing adverse effects arising from regionally significant infrastructure’. It is not
clear which element of RPS Policy 5.3.3 the reporting planner considers would not be
given effect to as a result of the changes sought. Rather, the Oil Companies consider that
further amendment is required to SD – O23 and SD – P15 in order to give effect to RPS
Policy 5.3.3.
2.7 A copy of RPS Policy 5.3.3 (decisions version) and the accompanying explanation is
included in Attachment 2 to this Hearing Statement. It is important to note that the
Policy does not seek to avoid adverse effects - which is, in effect, what SD-O23 and SDP15 do. Rather, Policy 5.3.3 seeks to allow adverse effects in certain circumstances, both
with respect to establishment and operation of regionally significant infrastructure
(clause 1) and to its maintenance and upgrading (clause 2).
2.8 It is clear from the wording of Policy 5.3.3 and the accompanying explanation that the
RPS acknowledges that the establishment, maintenance and upgrade of regionally
significant infrastructure may generate adverse effects that cannot be fully avoided or
internalised. Further that in assessing proposals and developing plan provisions for
regionally significant infrastructure, consideration should be given to the benefits of the
activity and the practical restrictions faced by regionally significant infrastructure that
may limit the design and location of the activity and the extent to which adverse effects
can be practicably reduced.
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2.9 In the Oil Companies’ opinion it is, therefore, necessary for the Whangarei District Plan
to acknowledge that it is not always practicable to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse
effects associated with regionally significant infrastructure per se, due to the specific
functional and operational needs of such activities. This is not achieved by the current
wording of SD – O23 and SD – P15 and nor do there appear to be any other objectives or
policies that either achieve that or ensure appropriate consideration is given to those
matters. As such, a further amendment to SD – O23 and SD – P15 consistent with the
relief sought in the Oil Companies’ submission is considered both necessary and
appropriate.
2.10 The Oil Companies note that the amendments they propose would not override the
requirement in RPS Policy 5.3.3 to be consistent with Policies 4.4.1, 4.6.1 and 4.6.2,
particularly where there is a directive requirement to avoid adverse effects on
specifically identified features and environments.
Relief Sought:
2.11 The Oil Companies support the recommendations of the Reporting Planner to amend
both SD – O23 and SD – P15 to provide for offsetting and to refer consistently to
‘development, operation, maintenance and upgrade’, but urge the Hearing Panel to
make further amendments to acknowledge that it is not always practicable to avoid,
remedy or mitigate adverse effects associated with regionally significant infrastructure
per se. This would, contrary to the opinion given in the S42A Report, give effect to RPS
Policy 5.3.3.
2.12 This could be achieved by making changes consistent with those sought in the Oil
Companies submission, as follows or to the same effect (additional changes underlined in
red):
SD-O2315– Adverse Effects
Avoid, remedy, or mitigate or offset adverse effects of the development, operation, and
maintenance and upgrading of regionally significant infrastructure to the extent practicable.
SD-P1532– Benefits of Regionally Significant Infrastructure
To have regard to the social, economic and cultural benefits of Regionally Significant Infrastructure
by enabling the it’s ongoing operation, maintenance, development and upgrading of regionally
significant infrastructure where adverse effects can to the extent practicable be avoided,
remedied, or mitigated or off-set.

The phrase “to the extent practicable” will need to be assessed on a case by case basis,
and with reference to the RPS.
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3.0 POLICY SD-P16 ADVERSE EFFECTS OF NEW REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT INFRASTRUCTURE
(Renumbered to SD-P33 in the s42A Report)
Submission Point 101.32
3.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought to amend Objective SD-P16, as set out
below (additions underlined, deletions in strikethrough), to delete the requirement for
written approval to be obtained in relation to damage to or loss of the relationship of iwi
with ancestral sites, sites of significance, wāhi tapu, customary activities and or taonga.
The Oil Companies do not consider it is appropriate in a policy sense to manage effects
according to whether or not approvals are obtained.
SD-P16– Adverse Effects of New Regionally Significant Infrastructure
To manage adverse effects created by new network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure
by:
1. Allowing adverse effects that have been avoided remedied, and mitigated or to the extent
that they are no more than minor; and
2. Ensuring that damage to or loss of the relationship of iwi with ancestral sites, sites of
significance, wāhi tapu, customary activities and or taonga is appropriately recognized
and provided for. avoided or otherwise agreed to by the affected iwi or hapū.

Reporting Planner’s Position
3.2 The recommendation at para 331 of the s42A Report is to reject the Oil Companies
submission.
3.3 At para 325 of the s42A Report the reporting planner disagrees with the amendments
proposed by the Oil Companies on the basis the amendments weaken the policy and do
not give effect to Method [sic – should be policy] 5.3.3 of the RPS. The reporting planner
goes on to state ‘in my opinion the part of the policy that deals with effects on tangata
whenua gives effect to the RPS and I do not recommend any change as a result of these
submissions’.
3.4 The recommendation is to amend Policy SD-P16 in response to other submissions as
follows (additions underlined, deletions in strikethrough):
SD-P1633– Adverse Effects of New or Upgraded Regionally Significant Infrastructure
To manage adverse effects created by new or upgraded network utilities and regionally significant
infrastructure by:
3. Avoiding adverse effects, or allowing adverse effects that have been avoided remedied,
and mitigated or off-set to the extent that they are no more than minor; and
4. Ensuring damage to or loss of the relationship of iwi with ancestral sites, sites of
significance, wāhi tapu, customary activities and or taonga is avoided or otherwise agreed
to by the affected iwi or hapū.
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The Oil Companies’ Position
3.5 The Oil Companies continue to oppose the wording of Policy SD-P16(2). While the need
to avoid and manage adverse effects on tangata whenua values is acknowledged, the Oil
Companies consider it is not appropriate in a policy sense to manage effects according to
whether or not approvals are obtained. This would mean that if approvals were not
obtained (for whatever reason), then an activity could be considered contrary to the
policy, and by default adverse effects would need to be avoided. That effectively puts iwi
in the decision-making position, without any associated devolution of powers. The
requirement for approval should be removed from the policy.
3.6 It appears there may have been a typographical error in the specific changes sought to
the policy wording in the Oil Companies’ submission as the wording suggests that
damage to tangata whenua values should be provided for. This was not the intent.
Rather, the intent was to ensure that those values are appropriately recognised and
provided for and alternative wording is suggested in the amended relief sought below.
3.7 Further, the Oil Companies do not support the amendment to include ‘upgrading’ of
regionally significant infrastructure within the policy. This significantly increases the
range of activities the policy will apply to and goes beyond the scope of RPS Policy 5.3.3.
Further, it applies an unduly onerous approach to the upgrading of existing regionally
significant infrastructure, which does not recognise the importance of or the value of
investment in such existing facilities, and results in a requirement for infrastructure
upgrades to comply with both Policy SD-P16 and Policy SD-P17, which contain conflicting
requirements relating to the extent to which adverse effects must be managed.
3.8 The notified versions of Policy SD-P16 and Policy SD-P17 closely reflect the wording of
clause 1 and clause 2 respectively of RPS 5.3.3 and are clearly intended to give effect to
each of those clauses. RPS 5.3.3 (1) relates to managing the adverse effects of new
regionally significant infrastructure and the re-consenting of existing operations, while
RPS 5.3.3(2) relates to managing the adverse effects of the maintenance and upgrading
of established regionally significant infrastructure.
3.9 There is a clear distinction in the approach taken in RPS 5.3.3 between new
infrastructure (addressed in RPS 5.3.3(1)) and upgrading of existing infrastructure
(addressed in RPS 5.3.3(2)). This includes that RPS 5.3.3(1) requires adverse effects to be
managed to the extent that they are no more than minor (at their greatest), whereas RPS
5.3.3(2) allows for adverse effects arising during maintenance or upgrade work provided
they are not significant and for adverse effects on completion of maintenance or upgrade
to be the same or similar to before the activity was undertaken.
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3.10 This distinction recognises the benefits of and the value of existing investment in
established regionally significant infrastructure, that upgrade and maintenance work will
be required to ensure such facilities continue to operate efficiently and effectively over
time and that there are inherent constraints associated with managing adverse effects
associated with the upgrade of existing established facilities.
3.11 It is, therefore, considered inappropriate to amend Policy SD-P16 to apply to the
upgrading of existing infrastructure as well as to new infrastructure.
Relief Sought:
3.12 The Oil Companies urge the Hearings Panel to reject the recommendation of the
reporting planner to extend the scope of Policy SD-P16 to include upgrading of existing
regionally significant infrastructure and to further amend Policy SD-P16 to delete the
requirement for written approval to be obtained. This could be achieved by making the
following changes or to the same effect (additional changes underlined and in
strikethrough in red):
SD-P1633– Adverse Effects of New or Upgraded Regionally Significant Infrastructure
To manage adverse effects created by new or upgraded network utilities and regionally significant
infrastructure by:
1. Avoiding adverse effects, or allowing adverse effects that have been avoided remedied,
and mitigated or off-set to the extent that they are no more than minor; and
2. Ensuring damage to or loss of the relationship of iwi with ancestral sites, sites of
significance, wāhi tapu, customary activities and or taonga is appropriately recognized
and provided for. avoided or otherwise agreed to by the affected iwi or hapū.

4.0 POLICY SD-P10 URBAN DESIGN
Submission Point 101.33
4.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought to amend Objective SD-P10 to recognise
the need to consider functional and/or operational requirements when encouraging best
practice urban design. The submission suggested this could be achieved by amending
Policy SD – P10 along the following lines:
Policy SD – P10
To protect character and amenity by managing built form and encouraging best practice urban
design whilst recognising functional and operational requirements of activities.

Reporting Planner’s Position
4.2 The recommendation of the reporting planner, at para 279 of the s42A Report, is to
reject the Oil Companies submission and retain SD-P10 as notified.
4.3 At paragraph 278, the reporting planner acknowledges that some activities such as

supermarkets and/or service stations may find it difficult to meet the best practice urban
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design principles but concludes that exceptions for these activities can be made in
specific zones where they are appropriate, rather than high level policies that apply to all
zones.
The Oil Companies’ Position
4.4 The Oil Companies consider it is necessary to amend the policy to refer to best practice
urban design being implemented as appropriate. For example, there are some activities
which, by virtue of their function and/or operation, do not necessarily meet best practice
urban design per se, but where the design is nonetheless both acceptable and
appropriate. It is inappropriate to rely on this being addressed on a zone by zone basis:
the issue is not defined by the zone that the activity is proposed within but rather by the
activity itself.
Relief Sought:
4.5 The Oil Companies urge the Hearings Panel to reject the recommendation of the
reporting planner and to amend Policy SD-P10 as sought in their submission, as follows
(additions underlined):
Policy SD – P10
To protect character and amenity by managing built form and encouraging best practice urban
design whilst recognising functional and operational requirements of activities.

5.0 CONCLUDING STATEMENT
5.1 If the Hearing Panel has any matters of clarification in relation to the matters above, please
contact the undersigned on 021 0244 3961.

Kind Regards,

Georgina McPherson
Principal Planning and Policy Consultant
4Sight Consulting Limited
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Attachment 1: Urban and Services Plan Changes – PART 2 – S42A REPORT – STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND SUBDIVISION
Statement summarising Submissions of the Oil Companies, recommendations of the Reporting Planner, and the position of the Oil Companies with respect to the same
Changes from the text of the Plan Change as it was when proposed are shown as additions underlined and deletions in strikethrough

PART 2 – S42A REPORT – STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND SUBDIVISION

Plan Change 148 Strategic Direction (SD)
Part 2 - s42A Report - Strategic Direction and Subdivision
Plan Provisions and Sub No. Relief Sought
Oil
Companies’
Position
Objectives and Policies 101.28 Retain the following objectives and policies:
▪ SD-01 Range 101.29
▪ SD-01 - Range of zones
▪

of zones

▪

SD-05 - Incompatible activities

SD-05
Incompatible
activities

▪

SD -10 - Hazards

▪

SD—013 - Unanticipated Activities

▪

SD-O22 – Recognised Benefits

▪

SD-P1 - Range of zones

▪

SD-P2 - Incompatible Land uses

▪

SD-P3 – Natural Hazards

▪

SD- P4 - Amenity

▪

SD
-10
Hazards

▪

SD—013
Unanticipated
Activities

-

Section 42A Report Recommendations in
relation to Oil Companies’ submission

Response of Oil Companies

Accept and accept in part the Oil
Companies’ submissions.

Retention of the following objectives and
policies gives effect to the Oil Company
submissions and is supported:

The recommendation is to retain the
following objectives and policies as
notified:
Objective SD-O1
Objective SD-O10
Objective SD-O13
Policy SD-P1
Policy SD-P4
Policy SD-P17

-

Objective SD-O1
Objective SD-O10
Objective SD-O13
Policy SD-P1
Policy SD-P4
Policy SD-P17

The Oil Companies support the changes
recommended to:

▪

SD-O22
–
Recognised
Benefits

▪

SD-P1 Range
of zones

These are as follows:

▪

SD-P2
Incompatible
Land uses

▪

SD-P3
Natural
Hazards

–

SD-01 Range of zones:
Provide for differing character and amenity
values by having a range of Zones with
differing expectations.

▪

SDP4
Amenity

-

▪

SD-P17
Adverse
Effects
of
Existing
Regionally
Significant
Infrastructure

Support

▪

SD-P17 - Adverse Effects of Existing
Regionally Significant Infrastructure

SD-05 Incompatible activities:
Avoid conflict between incompatible land use
activities from new subdivision and
development.
SD – 010: Hazards
Minimise the risks and impacts of natural
hazard events on people, property and
infrastructure.
SD – 013: Unanticipated activities
Manage, and where appropriate avoid the
establishment of activities that are
incompatible with existing uses or
unanticipated in the zone.
SD-022 Recognised Benefits

The recommendation is to amend the
following objectives and policies as shown
in strikethrough and underline below:
-

Objective SD-O5
Objective SD-O22
Policy SD-P2
Policy SD-P3

SD-O5 – Incompatible Activities Reverse
Sensitivity
Avoid, remedy or mitigate conflict between
incompatible land use activities from new
subdivision and development.
SD-O2213–
Recognised
Benefits
Identification and Protection
Identify
and
protect
Rregionally
Ssignificant Iinfrastructure and recognise
the benefits it provides. Regionally
Significant Infrastructure is identified and
protected.
SD-O14 – Recognised Benefits
The benefits of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure are recognised and provided
for.
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-

Objective SD-O5
Objective SD-O22.
Policy SD-P2; and
Policy SD-P3, but note there
appears to be a grammatical
error in the wording of clause 1,
where the word ‘of’ should be
included between ‘zoning’ and
‘land’, as shown in underline as
follows: ‘managing the zoning
of land for…’

The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendations in the S42A Report.

Identify and protect Regionally Significant
Infrastructure and recognise the benefits it
provides.
SD – P1 Range of Zones
To manage effects on character and amenity
values by providing for a range of Zones with
differing expectations.
SD-P2 Incompatible Land uses
To manage the establishment and location of
new activities to avoid conflicts between
incompatible land uses.
SD-P3 Natural Hazards
To avoid increasing the risk of natural hazards
on people and property by:
…
Avoiding locating regionally significant and
critical infrastructure within identified hazard
zones unless there is a functional or
operational need for its location.

SD-P2 – Incompatible Land Uses Reverse
Sensitivity
To manage the establishment and location
of new activities and expansion of existing
activities to avoid conflicts between
incompatible land uses.
SD-P3 Natural Hazards
To avoid increasing the risk of natural
hazards on people and property by:
1.

2.

Avoiding Managing the zoning
land
for
more
intensive
development within identified
hazard prone areas.
Avoiding locating regionally
significant
and
critical
infrastructure within identified
hazard zones unless there is a
functional or operational need for
its location.

SD-P4 Amenity:
To ensure that the scale and nature of new
land use activities are consistent with the
existing level of amenity and the stated
overview for the relevant zone.
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SD – P17 Adverse Effects on
Regionally
Significant
Infrastructure:
To manage adverse effects from
the operation, maintenance and
upgrading of existing network
utilities and Regionally Significant
Infrastructure by:
-Allowing adverse effects that are not
significant while the maintenance or
upgrading is being undertaken.
-Requiring that any permanent adverse
effects are the same or similar to the
adverse effects that existed before the
maintenance or upgrading was undertaken.
Objective and Policy
▪

Policy SD-O23
–
Adverse
Effects

▪

SD-P15
–
Benefits
of
Regionally
Significant
Infrastructure

101.30
101.31

Amend Objective SD-023 and Policy P15 to
qualify the requirement to avoid, remedy or
mitigate adverse effects by adding “to the
extent practicable”.
This could be achieved by making changes
along the following lines:
SD – 023 Adverse Effects:
Avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects of
the development, operation and maintenance

Reject
Amend Objective SD-O23 as follows:
SD-O2315– Adverse Effects
Avoid, remedy, or mitigate or offset
adverse effects of the development,
operation,
and
maintenance
and
upgrading of regionally significant
infrastructure.
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As detailed in the Hearing Statement, the
Oil
Companies
consider
further
amendment is required to SD-O15 and
SD-P32 to balance the requirement to
avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects
by acknowledging that it is not always
practicable, due to the functional and
operational constraints associated with
regionally significant infrastructure, to
avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects
per se.

of Regionally Significant Infrastructure to the
extent practicable.

Oppose in part

Policy
▪

101.32
SD – P16
Adverse
Effects of New
Regionally
Significant
Infrastructure

Oppose in Part

SD – P15: Benefits of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure:
To have regard to the social, economic and
cultural benefits of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure by enabling the ongoing
operation, maintenance and upgrading of
Regionally Significant Infrastructure where
adverse effects can, to the extent practicable,
be avoided, remedied or mitigated.
Amend Policy SD – P16 to delete the
requirement for written approval to be
obtained.
This could be achieved by amending the policy
along the following lines:
Ensuring that damage to or loss of the
relationship of iwi with ancestral sites,
sites of significance, wāhi tapu,
customary activities and or taonga is
appropriately recognized and provided
for. avoided or otherwise agreed to by
the affected iwi or hapū.

SD-P1532–
Benefits
of
Regionally
Significant Infrastructure
To have regard to the social, economic and
cultural benefits of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure by enabling the it’s ongoing
operation, maintenance, development and
upgrading of regionally significant
infrastructure where adverse effects can be
avoided, remedied, or mitigated or off-set.

Reject
Amend SD-16 as follows:
To manage adverse effects created by new
or upgraded network utilities and
regionally significant infrastructure by:
5. Avoiding adverse effects, or
allowing adverse effects that have
been avoided remedied, and
mitigated or off-set to the extent
that they are no more than minor;
and
6. Ensuring damage to or loss of the
relationship of iwi with ancestral
sites, sites of significance, wāhi
tapu, customary activities and or
taonga is avoided or otherwise
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Suggested wording is included in the
Hearing Statement above. The Panel is
urged to accept the submission of the Oil
Companies and to adopt the wording
proposed in the Hearing Statement.

As detailed in the Hearing Statement, the
Oil Companies consider further changes
are required to remove the policy
requirement for written approval to
obtained, as it is not appropriate in a
policy sense to manage adverse effects
on the basis of whether or not written
approvals are obtained.
Further, the Oil Companies oppose the
recommendation to including the
upgrade of existing regionally significant
infrastructure in the policy. This
significantly increases the range of
activities the policy will apply to and goes
beyond the scope of RPS Policy 5.3.3.
Further, it applies an unduly onerous

agreed to by the affected iwi or
hapū.

Policy
▪

101.33
SD-P10
–
Urban Design

Oppose in part

Amend Policy SD-P10 to recognise the need to
consider functional and/or operational
requirements when encouraging best practice
urban design.

The Panel is urged to accept the
submission of the Oil Companies and to
adopt the wording proposed in the
Hearing Statement.
As detailed in the hearing statement
above, the Oil Companies consider it is
necessary to amend the policy to refer to
best practice urban design being
implemented as appropriate. The Panel
is urged to accept the submission of the
Oil Companies and to adopt the wording
proposed in the Hearing Statement.

Reject
Retain policy as notified

This could be achieved by amending Policy SD
– P10 along the following lines:
To protect character and amenity by managing
built form and encouraging best practice urban
design whilst recognising functional and
operational requirements of activities.
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approach to the upgrading of existing
regionally significant infrastructure,
which does not recognise the importance
of or the value of investment in such
existing facilities, and results in a
requirement for infrastructure upgrades
to comply with both Policy SD-P16 and
Policy SD-P17, which contain conflicting
requirements relating to the extent to
which adverse effects must be managed.
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Attachment 2 – Northland RPS Policy 5.3.3
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7 November 2019
Hearings Panel: Urban and Services Plan Changes
c/- Eden Edwardson,
Support Assistant,
District Plan Department,
Whangarei District Council
By e-mail: eden.edwardson@wdc.govt.nz
Dear Hearings Panel members
Re: Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 –
Urban and Services to the Whangarei District Plan
Hearing Statement on Behalf of BP Oil New Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited
and Z Energy Limited
PART 9 – S42A REPORT – SERVICES
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Reference is made to the abovementioned matters set down for hearing commencing 25th
November 2019. This Hearing Statement has been prepared on behalf of BP Oil New
Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited and Z Energy Limited (“the Oil
Companies”) and represents their views.
1.2 The Oil Companies made submissions to Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115,
136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 - Urban and Services (“Urban and Services Plan Changes”).
The broad reasons for the Oil Companies’ interests in the Urban and Services Plan Changes
are set out in their submission along with the rationale and relief sought in relation to
specific submission points and these are not repeated here.
1.3 The purpose of this Hearing Statement is to record the Oil Companies’ position on their
submissions taking into account the reporting planner’s recommendations in the Section
42A Report (“s42A Report”). For simplicity, this Hearing Statement responds to the
matters addressed in Part 9 – Services of the s42A Report only. The position of the Oil
Companies in relation to other parts of the s42A Report is set out in accompanying Hearing
Statements.
1.4 A summary of the Oil Companies’ position on the matters addressed in Part 9 – Services of
the s42A Report is included as Attachment 1 to this Hearing Statement. With the
exception of three submission points, the Oil Companies endorse the recommendations

of the Reporting Planner. Below, the Oil Companies set out their reasons for opposing the
recommendations relating to those three submission points and the relief sought.
1.5 For the record, the Oil Companies did not lodge any further submissions.
2.0 DEFINITION OF BICYCLE PARKING SPACES
Submission Point 101.34
2.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought to amend the definition of ‘bicycle parking
space’ to remove the criteria and standards and to, instead, transfer those standards into
the rules relating to bicycle parking spaces if they were needed. Specifically, the
submission sought to amend the wording along the following lines (deletions in
strikethrough):
Bicycle Parking Spaces
Means parking spaces available for bicycle parking which enable a cyclist to manoeuvre and
attach or secure a bicycle to each stand / space. Short stay spaces shall be clearly visible or
signposted and located within 30m of public entrances to the activity. Long stay spaces shall be
undercover, protected from inclement weather and secure from theft.

Reporting Planner’s Position
2.2 At para 42 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner recommends rejecting the Oil
Companies submission and retaining the definition of bicycle parking as notified.
2.3 At para 39, the Reporting Planner explains that the notified definition of bicycle parking
spaces is considered necessary to ensure the parking spaces are designed and located
appropriately and that the notified approach is considered more streamlined than stating
the standards within multiple sections and multiple rules.
2.4 The Reporting Planner goes on to comment that if the Commissioners are of a mind to
remove the standards from the definition, then consequential amendments should be
made to the TRA Chapter to ensure that the standards are included elsewhere.
The Oil Companies’ Position
2.5 The Oil Companies’ continue to oppose the inclusion of criteria and standards

within a definition. It is not appropriate or logical that these requirements must
be met in order for bicycle parking to be considered as a ‘bicycle parking space’
for the purposes of the plan. For example, if the specific locational requirements
are not met, perhaps because the spaces are within 31m of the public entrances
to the activity rather than 30m, then a proposal would have to be assessed as not
providing bicycle parking spaces at all and may also struggle to meet the relevant
policy requirements.
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2.6 The Oil Companies do not oppose the scope or nature of the criteria and standards per
se, but consider they are more appropriately located within the rules.
Relief Sought:
2.7 The Oil Companies urge the Hearing Panel to reject the recommendation of the
Reporting Planner and to amend the definition of ‘bicycle parking space’ to remove

the criteria and standards and to, instead, transfer those standards into the relevant
rules. This could be achieved by making changes to the definition along the following
lines (deletions in strikethrough):
Bicycle Parking Spaces
Means parking spaces available for bicycle parking which enable a cyclist to manoeuvre and
attach or secure a bicycle to each stand / space. Short stay spaces shall be clearly visible or
signposted and located within 30m of public entrances to the activity. Long stay spaces shall be
undercover, protected from inclement weather and secure from theft.

3.0 OBJECTIVE TRA-O4 – SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY
Submission Point 101.10
3.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies supported and sought to retain Objective TRA-O4
relating to the safety and efficiency of the transport network without modification. The
notified version of the Objective reads as follows:
TRA-04 Safety and efficiency:
Provide suitable and sufficient vehicle crossings, access, parking, loading and manoeuvring areas
that contribute to the safe and efficient functioning of the transport network.

Reporting Planner’s Position
3.2 At para 90 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner recommends accepting the Oil
Companies submission in part and amending Objective TRA-O4 as sought in KiwiRail
submission 265.21, as follows:
TRA-O4 – Safety and Efficiency
Provide suitable and sufficient vehicle crossings, access, parking, loading and manoeuvring areas
that do not adversely affect contribute to the safe, effective efficient functioning of the transport
network.

3.3 At para 87 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner indicates that the changes to TRAO4 are accepted in full for the reasons stated in KiwiRail’s submission, which reads as
follows:
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“KiwiRail seeks to ensure that the transport network, which includes the rail corridor, is
safe, efficient and effective in moving people and goods within and beyond the District.
Amendments are proposed to ensure that access and vehicle maneuvering [sic] across,
through and near land transport networks are appropriately considered and managed.”
The Oil Companies’ Position
3.4 The changes recommended to the wording of Objective TRA-O4 effectively introduce a
zero-tolerance approach to effects on the transport network and are opposed.
3.5 The introduction of a requirement for no adverse effects on the transport network is
essentially an “avoidance” policy which is considered too absolute and may make it
difficult for applications for minor infringements of the transportation standards to meet
the objective. For example, where the number of vehicle crossings per site or the
distance of vehicle crossings from intersections does not meet the specific standards
there may be less than minor or minor adverse effects, but it may nonetheless be
possible to appropriately manage those effects in the context of the specific site, the
activity and the road layout (refer to Section 4.0 of this Hearing Statement for a practical
example of this concern).
3.6 Further, a requirement to achieve no adverse effects in objective TRA-O4 is significantly
more onerous than, and unnecessary to achieve, the outcome sought by the submitter in
their submission of ensuring “that access and vehicle maneuvering [sic] across, through
and near land transport networks are appropriately considered and managed”
[emphasis added]. The Oil Companies consider that appropriate consideration and
management of adverse effects is already properly achieved by the notified wording of
Objective TRA-O4.
3.7 The Oil Companies are not opposed to introduction of the word ‘effective’ to the
objective, but note that for grammatical reasons, the word ‘and’ should be included after
‘effective’, if it is to be included.
Relief Sought:
3.8 The Oil Companies urge the Hearing Panel to reject the recommendation of the
Reporting Planner and to retain the notified wording of Objective TRA-O4, excepting that
the introduction of a reference to the ‘effective’ functioning of the transport network is
supported, subject to a grammatical correction. This could be achieved by amending the
objective along the following lines (additional changes underlined, in strikethrough and
highlighted in red):
TRA-O4 – Safety and Efficiency
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Provide suitable and sufficient vehicle crossings, access, parking, loading and manoeuvring areas
that do not adversely affect contribute to the safe, effective and efficient functioning of the
transport network.

4.0 APPENDIX 2A VEHICLE CROSSINGS PER SITE: COMPLIANCE STANDARD 1
Submission Point 101.21
4.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought to delete Compliance Standard 1 of
Appendix 2A as follows:
Compliance Standards:
1. Where a site has frontage to more than one road, the vehicle entrance must be onto the road
that has the lower class in the transport network hierarchy.

Reporting Planner’s Position
4.2 At para 174 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner recommends rejecting the Oil
Companies submission and retaining Compliance Standard 1 of Appendix 2A without
modification.
4.3 At para 164, the Reporting Planner explains that deletion of the compliance standard as
requested by the Oil Companies is considered to be inconsistent with WDC’s Engineering
Standards. While there may be instances in which it could be appropriate to infringe
compliance standard 1 in TRA Appendix 2A, these should be assessed through the
consent process to manage any potential adverse effects.
The Oil Companies’ Position
4.4 There are many instances when a site with two frontages can quite safely accommodate
more than one crossing and often this includes one on each frontage. Furthermore,
having an entrance off a lower-class road could result in adverse effects, depending on
the location and surroundings: for example, in terms of pedestrian and traffic safety or
residential amenity, or where the frontage to the lower-class road is particularly narrow.
The Oil Companies consider that the standard should allow one crossing per frontage,
especially given that there are other relevant standards controlling, for example, distance
from an intersection. It is not otherwise clear why only one crossing is allowed in such
circumstances. If there is a concern for service stations about vehicles entering a site and
queuing on higher class roads, this is already addressed by a combination of TRA – R5
and, for particular activities of concern, by TRA – R7(c). Duplication of these rules via
Appendix 2A is considered unnecessary and inappropriate.
4.5 Furthermore, given that these matters are already controlled by the Council’s Engineering
Standards, while a desire for consistency between the two documents is understood,
there is a broader question as to why there is a need to have the same control in two
different consenting / approval processes. That is simply duplication and, of course,
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leaves a potential to be granted resource consent but not engineering approval, for some
reason. The Oil Companies consider that the number and location of crossings may well
be appropriately considered as part of the site layout during the resource consent
process, but if that is the case, then there should not be a second approval process where
the matter can potentially be further debated.
Relief Sought:
4.6 SUBJECT TO the grant of the relief sought as discussed in Section 3.0 above (ie: the
retention of the notified wording of Objective TRA-O4, with the addition of the phrase
“effective and”) such that any non-compliances with Standard 1 of Appendix 2A can be
appropriately and reasonably assessed as part of the resource consent process, and are
not assessed against a “zero-tolerance” policy, the Oil Companies would urge the Hearing
Panel to accept the recommendation in the Section 42A Report.
5.0 CONCLUDING STATEMENT
5.1 If the Hearing Panel has any matters of clarification in relation to the matters above, please
contact the undersigned on 021 0244 3961.

Kind Regards,

Georgina McPherson
Principal Planning and Policy Consultant
4Sight Consulting Limited
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Attachment 1: Urban and Services Plan Changes – Part 9 - s42A Report - Services
Statement summarising Submissions of the Oil Companies, recommendations of the Reporting Planner, and the position of the Oil Companies with respect to the same
Changes from the text of the Plan Change as it was when proposed are shown as additions underlined and deletions in strikethrough

Part 9 - s42A Report – Services
Plan Change 109 Transport (TRA)
Addressed in Part 9 - s42A Report - Services
Plan Provisions and
Oil
Companies’
Position
Definition
▪

Oppose

Bicycle
Parking
Spaces

Sub
No.
101.35

Relief Sought

Section 42A Report Recommendations in
relation to Oil Companies’ submission

Response of Oil Companies

Amend the wording of the definition of ‘bicycle
parking space’ to remove the criteria and
standards. If necessary, transfer those standards
into the rules that require bicycle parking spaces.

Reject.

As detailed in the Hearing Statement,
the Oil Companies do not consider it is
appropriate to include criteria and
standards in a definition. The
implication in this case is that a bicycle
parking space would not be considered
to be a bicycle parking space for the
purposes of the plan if it does not
comply with the relevant standards.

This could be achieved by amending the definition
along the following lines:
Bicycle Parking Spaces
Means parking spaces available for bicycle parking
which enable a cyclist to manoeuvre and attach or
secure a bicycle to each stand / space. Short stay
spaces shall be clearly visible or signposted and
located within 30m of public entrances to the
activity. Long stay spaces shall be undercover,

Retain the definition as notified.

The Panel is urged to accept the
submission of the Oil Companies and to
adopt the wording proposed in the
Hearing Statement.

protected from inclement weather and secure
from theft.
Objectives
Policies

and

▪

TRA-01, TRA
– 02 and
TRA-04

▪

TRA-P3, TRAP4, TRA-P7,
TRA-P8, TRAP10 and TRAP12

Support

101.10
101.11

Retain the following provisions:
▪

TRA-01, TRA – 02 and TRA-04

▪

TRA-P3, TRA-P4, TRA-P7, TRA-P8, TRAP10 and TRA-P12

These are as follows:
TRA-01 Transport Network:
Provide and maintain a safe, efficient, accessible
and sustainable transport network while avoiding,
remedying or mitigating adverse effects on the
environment, adjoining landuses and the
surrounding amenity and character.
TRA-02 Integrate Transport and Landuse Planning:
Integrate landuse and transport planning to
ensure that landuse activities, development and
subdivision maintain the safety and efficiency of
the transport network.
TRA-04 Safety and efficiency:
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Accept in part
Retain TRA-O1 and O2 as notified
Amend TRA-O4 as follows:
TRA-O4 – Safety and Efficiency
Provide suitable and sufficient vehicle
crossings, access, parking, loading and
manoeuvring areas that do not adversely
affect contribute to the safe, effective
efficient functioning of the transport
network.
Accept in part
-

Retain TRA P4 and P10 as notified.

-

Amend TRA P3, P7, P8 and P12

TRA-P3 – Transport Network Capacity To
manage the scale and design of subdivision
and development by:
1. Ensuring that there is sufficient
capacity within the transport network
to cater for the proposal.
2. Requiring subdividers and developers
to meet the costs of any Requiring
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The Oil Companies’ oppose the changes
proposed to TRA-O4. This makes the
objective too absolute (i.e. a
requirement for no adverse effects
whatsoever), which is unwarranted,
particularly
when
considering
applications for minor infringements of
the transport standards.
The Panel is urged to accept the
submission of the Oil Companies in
relation to TRA-O4 and to adopt the
wording proposed in the Hearing
Statement.

The Oil Companies are comfortable with
the changes proposed to TRA P3, P7, P8
and P12 and the recommendation to
retain TRA-O1, TRA-O2, TRA-P4 and
TRA-P10 as notified gives effect to the
Oil Companies submission. The Panel is
urged to accept that recommendation.

Provide suitable and sufficient vehicle crossings,
access, parking, loading and manoeuvring areas
that contribute to the safe and efficient
functioning of the transport network.
TRA-P3 Transport Network capacity:
To manage the scale and design of subdivision and
development by:
1. Ensuring that there is sufficient capacity
within the transport network to cater for
the proposal.
2. Requiring upgrades and/or extensions to
the transport network which are
attributed to the impacts of the
subdivision or development at the cost of
the subdivider or developer.
TRA-P4 Integrated Transport Assessments:
To avoid remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the
adjacent and wider transport network by requiring
Integrated Transport Assessments for large scale
developments and subdivisions.
TRA-P7 Vehicle access and intersections
To ensure that access and intersections are
designed and located so that:
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upgrades and/or extensions to the
transport network which are directly
attributed to measurable the impacts
of the subdivision or development at
the cost of the subdivider or
developer.
TRA-P7 – Access and Intersections
To ensure that access and intersections are
designed and located so that:
1. Good visibility is provided.
2. Vehicle manoeuvres and public and
active transport modes are
appropriately accommodated.
3. They are sufficiently separated so as
not to adversely affect the free flow
of traffic.
TRA-P8 – Vehicle Crossings and Access
To require vehicle crossings and associated
access to be designed and located to protect
amenity and ensure safe and efficient
movement to and from sites for vehicles,
pedestrians and cyclists by managing:
1. Separation distances between
vehicle crossings.
2. Separation
distances
from
intersections, railway crossings and
pedestrian crossing facilities.
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1.
2.
3.

Good visibility is provided.
Vehicle manoeuvres are accommodated.
They are sufficiently separated so as not to
adversely affect the free flow of traffic.

TRA- P8 Vehicle crossings and access:
To require vehicle crossings and associated
access to be designed and located to protect
amenity and ensure safe and efficient movement
to and from sites for vehicles, pedestrians and
cyclists by managing:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Separation distances between vehicle
crossings.
Separation
distances
from
intersections, railway crossings
and
pedestrian
crossing
facilities.
Vehicle crossing sight distances.
The number of vehicle crossings per site.
The design, formation and construction
standards of crossings and access.

3.
4.
5.

Vehicle crossing sight distances.
The number of vehicle crossings per
site.
The
design,
formation
and
construction standards of crossings
and access.

TRA-P12 – Charging Stations
To reduce emissions and enhance the
sustainability of Whangarei’s transport
network by requiring providing:
1. Electric vehicle charging stations
where high numbers of on-site car
parking spaces are provided.
2. Underground electrical conduit for
new large car parking areas.

TRA- P10 Parking and Loading:
To require parking and loading areas and
access to be designed and located to ensure
safe movement on-site and safe ingress and
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egress of vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists by
managing:
1. Parking and loading space dimensions and
gradient.
2. The location and identification of car parking
and loading spaces.
3. Manoeuvring space within the site.
4. The formation and construction standards of
parking areas.
5. The design and layout of parking areas.
TRA – P12 Charging Station:

Policy and Rule
▪

TRA – P13
Landscaping

▪

TRA – R11
Landscaping

101.12
101.13

To reduce emissions and enhance the
sustainability of Whangarei’s transport network
by requiring:
1. Electric vehicle charging stations
where high numbers of on-site car
parking spaces are provided.
2. Underground electrical conduit for new
large car parking areas.
Amend TRA-P13 to refer to car parking that is not
under cover.;
and
Amend TRA-R11 to refer to car parking that is not
under cover. This could be achieved by making
changes along the following lines:
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Amend TRA-P13 as follows:
TRA-P13 – Landscaping
To require landscape planting where
uncovered on-site car parking is provided to
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The intent of the Oil Companies’
submission on Policy TRA-P13 and Rule
TRA-R11 is given effect. The Panel is
urged to accept the recommendation in
the S42A Report.

within
parking areas
Oppose in part

This could be achieved by making changes along
the following lines:

improve visual amenity, accessibility
navigability and stormwater management.

TRA-P13
To require landscape planting where on-site
uncovered car parking is provided to improve
visual amenity, accessibility and stormwater
management.

TRA-R11
Activity
Status: P
Where:

TRA-R11
Activity Status: P

1.

Any All uncovered ground level car
parking areas:

Where:
1.

Rule
▪

101.14
TRA-R3
–
Location and
Identification

Support
in
oppose in part

part,

Any ground level uncovered car parking
areas:
Amend rule TRA-R3 to allow loading and parking
spaces associated with fuel delivery and cars at
fuel pumps (at service stations) to not be either
marked or delineated.
This could be achieved by making changes along
the following lines:
TRA-R3 Location and Identification
….
1. All car parking spaces and loading spaces
are:
a. …
b. …
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TRA-R3 Location and Identification
….
2. All car parking spaces and loading
spaces are:
a. …
b. …
c. Permanently marked or delineated,
except where they are: in the case of
any
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The Oil Companies submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

c.

Rule
▪

101.15

Permanently marked or delineated,
excepted in the case of any residential
unit which is not part of a multi unit
development or which is either the
loading area for the fuel delivery vehicle,
or car parking spaces at a pump at a
service station.

Retain rule TRA-R6 as follows:
All Zones

TRA- R6
Setbacks

–

Activity Status: P
Where:

Support

1.

Any new vehicle crossing is located at least:
a.
30m from a railway level crossing.
b.
8m from a dedicated pedestrian
crossing facility (e.g. pedestrian
crossing, mid-block pedestrian
signals, refuge islands and traffic
signaled intersections).
c.
2m from a separate vehicle
crossing.
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i.

Associated with a residential unit
which is not part of a multi unit
development.
ii. Associated with the loading area
for the fuel delivery vehicle or car
parking spaces at a pump of a
service station.
iii. Located in the Rural Production
Zone, Natural Open Space Zone or
Open Space Zone.
Accept
Amend rule TRA-R6 as follows:
TRA-R6 Setbacks All Zones
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. Any The new vehicle crossing is located at
least:
a. 30m from a railway level crossing.
b. 8m from a dedicated pedestrian crossing
facility (e.g. including pedestrian crossing,
mid-block pedestrian signals, refuge islands
and traffic signalled intersections).
c. 2m from a separate vehicle crossing.
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:
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The intent of the Oil Companies’
submission is given effect and the
change to RD status where compliance
with the permitted activity standards is
not achieved is supported. The Panel is
urged to accept the recommendation in
the S42A Report.

Rule
▪

101.16

Delete rule TRA-R10 Road Boundary Landscaping
as follows:

1. Location, size and design of vehicle
crossings and access.
2. The safety and efficiency of the transport
network for vehicles, pedestrians and
cyclists.
Accept
Delete Rule TRA-R10 in its entirety

TRAR10
Road
Boundary
Landscaping

The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

TRA-R10 Road Boundary Landscaping
All Zones Except for Heavy Industrial and Strategic
Rural industrial Zones
Activity Status: P

Oppose

Where:
1.

Rule

101.17

Any ground level car parking areas, except
those associated with a residential activity,
between a building and the road boundary
provide a minimum 2m wide landscaping strip
with a minimum plant height of 0.9m and a
maximum plant height of 1.15m (excluding
any tree planting) between the parking area
and the road boundary (excluding any area for
vehicle crossings).

Activity Status when compliance not achieved : D
Retain TRA – R13 as follows:
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Accept in part

The intent of the Oil Companies’
submission is given effect. The Panel is
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▪

Compliance Standard:
1. Any electric vehicle parking space associated
with the charging stations counts towards the
total number of required parking spaces in
Appendix 1.

TRA-R13
Number
requirements
(electric
charging
stations)

Support

Rule
▪

101.18

Retain Rule TRA – R15 as follows:
Activity Status: RD

TRA - R15
Restricted

Where:
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Amend TRA – R13 as follows:
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
TRA-R13 Number Requirements
All Zones Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. Any All parking areas, except those
associated with a residential activity, where
50 or more car parking spaces are required
by TRA Appendix 1 provides at least 1 electric
vehicle charging station per every 50
required car parking spaces. Compliance
Standard:
1. Any electric vehicle parking space
associated with the charging stations counts
towards the total number of required
parking spaces in TRA Appendix 1.
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:
1. Location, size and design of parking and
loading areas.
2. The number of parking spaces.
3. The provision of electric vehicle charging
stations and supporting infrastructure.
Accept in part
Amend TRA-R15 as set out in Attachment 2
to the s42A Report.
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urged to accept the recommendation in
the S42A Report.

The Oil Companies are comfortable with
the recommended changes to TRA-R15,
noting that they do not alter the triggers

Discretionary
Integrated
Transport
Assessments

1.

for the scale of activities that require an
ITA.

Any activity (or activities) that requires an
increase of more than 50 car parking
spaces in accordance with Appendix 1
within a parent allotment or allotments
that existed at [Operative Date].

Support
2.

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

The Oil Companies do not support an
ITA being required for minor access or
parking
space
design
standard
infringements, or where any activity is
not a significant traffic generator. In all
cases where an ITA is required, a traffic
assessment or comment commensurate
to the scale of the activity is appropriate
to assess any associated adverse effects.

Any subdivision of an allotment that
existed at [Operative Date] where the area
of the parent allotment is equal to or larger
than:
1,000m2 within the Rural (Urban
Expansion) Zone where any allotment
will be connected to Council reticulated
water, wastewater and stormwater
services.
5,000m2 within the High-density
Residential Zone.
1ha
within
the
Medium-density
Residential Zone or Rural Village
Residential Zone.
4ha within the Residential Zone.
6ha within the Low-density Residential
Zone.

The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Matters of discretion:
1.
Effects on the sustainability, safety,
efficiency,
effectiveness
and
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2.

3.
4.
5.

convenience of the adjacent transport
network.
Required improvements, alterations or
extensions to the adjacent transport
network to mitigate adverse effects.
The need for pedestrian and cyclist
connections to adjacent destinations.
Adverse effects on streetscape and
amenity.
Recommendations and proposed
mitigation measures of the Integrated
Transport Assessment.

Compliance Standard:
1. TRA-R15 does not apply for any allotment
where consent has previously been granted
for the allotment under Rule TRA-R15.

Rule
▪

101.19
TRA – R16
Discretionary
Integrated
Transport
Assessments

Note: Any application shall comply
information requirement TRA-REQ1.
Retain TRA – R16 as follows:

with

All zones - Activity Status: D
Where:
1.

Accept in part
Amend TRA-R15 as set out in Attachment 2
to the s42A Report.

Any activity (or activities) that requires
an increase of more than 100 car parking
spaces in accordance with Appendix 1
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The Oil Companies are comfortable with
the recommended changes noting they
do not alter the thresholds at which a
TRA will be required. The Panel is urged
to accept the recommendation in the
S42A Report.

Support
2.

within a parent allotment or allotments
that existed at [Operative Date].
Any subdivision of an allotment that
existed at [Operative Date] where the
area of the parent allotment is equal to
or larger than:
a. 1ha within the High-density Residential
Zone.
b. 2.5ha within the Medium-density
Residential Zone or Rural Village
Residential Zone.
c. 8ha within the Residential Zone

Compliance Standard:
1. TRA-R16 does not apply for any allotment
where consent has previously been granted
for the allotment under Rule TRA-R16.

Rule
▪

Support

101.19
TRA – R17
Construction
of Any New
Road
or
Service Lane

Note: Any application shall comply
information requirement TRA-REQ2.
Retain TRA – R17 as follows:

with
Accept in part

All Zones

The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Retain TRA – R17 as notified.

Activity Status: D
Note: Any application shall comply
information requirement TRA-REQ3.

with
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Rule
▪

101.19
TRA – R18
Any
Major
Roading
Alteration to
an Existing
Public Road

Support
Rule
•

Retain TRA – R18 as follows:

Accept in part

All Zones

Retain TRA – R18 as notified.

The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Activity Status: D
Note: Any application shall comply
information requirement TRA-REQ3.

101.20
Appendix 1A:
Table TRA 1

with

Retain the requirement for service station parking
in Appendix 1A: Table TRA 1 at 1 space per 30m2
GFA for service station retail space and add the
clarification that service station retail space does
not include the forecourt area.

Accept in part.
Do not add a reference to ‘non-forecourt’
space.

Support

Rule
▪

101.21
Appendix 2A
Vehicle
Crossings Per
site:
Compliance
Standard 1

This could be achieved by making changes as
follows:
“1 space per 30m2 GFA for service station retail
(non-forecourt) space”
Delete Compliance Standard 1 of Appendix 2A as
follows:
Compliance Standards:
1. Where a site has frontage to more than
one road, the vehicle entrance must be
onto the road that has the lower class in
the transport network hierarchy.
2. …
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Reject
Retain compliance standard 1 of Appendix
2A without modification.
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It is accepted that the reference to GFA
for service station retail is sufficiently
clear. The intent of the Oil Companies’
submission is therefore given effect. The
Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

SUBJECT TO the grant of the relief
sought in submission point 101.10
(ie: the retention of the notified wording
of Objective TRA-O4, with the addition
of the phrase “effective and”) the Oil
Companies
would
accept
the
recommendation in the s42A Report
and urge the Hearing Panel to accept it.

Oppose

3.

Rule
▪

101.22
Appendix 2A
Vehicle
Crossings Per
site:
Compliance
Standard – 3

…

Retain Compliance Standard 3 in Appendix 2A as
follows:
Compliance Standards:
1. ...
2. …
3. Service stations are permitted to provide
two crossings per site.

Support

Accept
Retain Compliance Standard 3 in Appendix
2A as notified.

The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Plan Change 136 Three Waters Management (TWM)
Addressed in Part 9 - s42A Report - Services
Plan Provisions and
Oil
Companies’
Position
Objectives
▪

Support

TWM-01
TWM-05

to

Sub
No.

Relief Sought

Section 42A Report Recommendations in
relation to Oil Companies’ submission

Response of Oil Companies

101.23

Retain objectives TWM – O1 – TWM -O5 as
follows:

Accept in part

While the Oil Companies prefer the
notified version of TWM-O1, the
recommended changes are not
opposed. The Panel is urged to accept
the notified version of TWM-O1, but
otherwise
to
accept
the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Amend TWM-O1 as follows:
TWM- 01 Connections:
Ensure that connection to reticulated three waters
networks is provided for within a reticulated area.

Ensure that connections to public reticulated
three waters networks is are provided for
within a reticulated areas Reticulated

TWM-02 Reticulated Networks:
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Maintain the effectiveness, efficiency and
sustainability of reticulated three waters
networks.
TWM-03 Integrated Infrastructure:
Plan and provide for three waters infrastructure in
an integrated and comprehensive manner.

Stormwater Areas, Reticulated Wastewater
Areas, and Reticulated Water Supply Areas.

▪

Retain TWM-O2 – O5 as notified.

TWM-04 Private Systems:
Ensure that private three waters systems are
provided where connections are not provided to
reticulated networks.
TWM-05 Adverse Effects:
Minimise adverse effects from stormwater and
wastewater on people, property, infrastructure,
the receiving environment and cultural values.
Policies
▪

▪

TWM-P1
–
Three waters
infrastructure
TWM-P2
–
Reticulated
areas

101.24
101.25

Amend Policy TWM – P1 to relate to new
infrastructure only and Retain Policy TWM – P2.

Reject
Do not accept changes to TWM – P1, but
amend as follows:

This could be achieved along the following lines:
Amend Policy TWM – P1:
To ensure that three waters resources are
appropriately managed by requiring subdivision
and development outside of existing reticulated
areas to provide three waters infrastructure that:
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To ensure that three waters resources are
appropriately managed by requiring
subdivision and development to provide
three waters infrastructure that:
1. Is coordinated, integrated and
compatible with the existing
infrastructure and capacities.
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The recommended changes to TWMP1 and P2 are not opposed. The Panel
is urged to accept the recommendation
in the S42A Report.

Oppose in part policy
TWM-P1 and support
TWM-P2

2.
Retain Policy TWM – P2
To sustainably and efficiently manage three
waters resources by avoiding private three waters
systems where connection to the reticulated
network is practicable or where failure to connect
may compromise the future extension of the
reticulated network.

Enables the existing public
reticulated network to be expanded
or extended to adjacent land where
that land is within a Reticulated
Stormwater Area, Reticulated
Wastewater Area or Reticulated
Water Supply Area suitable for
future reticulated development.

Accept in part
Amend TWM - P2 as follows

Policy
▪

Support
Policy

101.25

Retain Policy TWM-P7 as follows:
To reduce the risk of flood hazards or increased
upstream and downstream flood levels resulting
from stormwater discharges.

101.25

Retain Policies TWM – P3 and TWM – P8 as
follows:

TWM – P7
Flooding
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To sustainably and efficiently manage three
waters resources by avoiding private three
waters systems where connection to the
public reticulated network is practicable or
where failure to connect may compromise
the future extension of the reticulated
network in a Reticulated Stormwater Area,
Reticulated Wastewater Area or Reticulated
Water Supply Area.
Accept
Retain as notified

Accept in part

The Oil Companies submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

The recommended changes to Policies
TWM – P3 and TWM – P8 are not
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▪

TWM – P3
Capacity

▪

TWM – P8
Integrated
Three Waters
Assessments

TWM – P3: To manage the scale and design of
subdivision and development where connection is
provided to reticulated three waters networks to
ensure that there is sufficient capacity in the
reticulated networks, and where necessary
require upgrades and/or extensions to the
reticulated networks.

Support

TWM – P8: To require Integrated Three
Waters Assessments for large scale
developments to:
-Manage three waters in an integrated and
comprehensive manner.
-Enable and recognise the benefits of green
infrastructure and low impact and water sensitive
design.

Rule
▪

101.26
TWM – R2
Impervious
Areas

Amend rule to ensure that rule does not apply
retrospectively or duplicate other rules and that
the only standard for compliance when new
impervious areas discharge into a reticulated
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Amend Policies TWM – P3 and TWM – P8 as
follows:

opposed. The Panel is urged to accept
the recommendation in the S42A
Report.

TWM-P3 – Capacity
To manage the scale and design of
subdivision and development where
connection is provided proposed to public
reticulated three waters networks to ensure
that there is sufficient capacity in the public
reticulated networks, and where necessary
require upgrades and/or extensions to the
public reticulated networks.
TWM-P8 – Integrated Three Waters
Assessments
To require Integrated Three Waters
Assessments for large scale developments
to:
1. Manage Provide three waters
infrastructure in an integrated and
comprehensive manner.
2. Enable and recognise the benefits of
green infrastructure and low impact
and water sensitive design.
Accept in part
Delete TWM-R2 in its entirety as this issue is
adequately managed under the Regional
Water and Soil Plan.
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The Oil Companies support the
recommendation to delete TWM-R2 in
its entirety. The Panel is urged to
accept the recommendation in the
S42A Report.

system is that the rate of stormwater discharge is
at or below the pre-development rate.

Oppose

This could be achieved by making amendments
along the following lines:
All zones except business zones: Activity Status: P
Where:
1. The rate of stormwater discharge from any new
impervious area that drains to an existing
reticulated system is at or below the predevelopment rate.
2. Any other new impervious area complies with
the requirements under rule TWM-R3.
Rule
▪

Support

101.27
TWM – R7
Land use

Retain Rule TWM – R7 as follows:

Accept
Retain TWM-R7 as notified

The Oil Companies’ submission is given
effect. The Panel is urged to accept the
recommendation in the S42A Report.

Business zones
Activity Status: C
Where:
Any activity increases the impervious area
within a site by 1,000m2 – 5,000m2 from what
existed at [Operative Date].
Matters of Control:
1. Adverse effects on environmental and
cultural values form the management
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2.

3.

4.

and discharge of stormwater and
wastewater.
The provision of integrated low impact
design or green infrastructure solutions
to minimise adverse effects.
Opportunities
for
multipurpose
infrastructure (i.e. stormwater reserves
that function as walking tracks).
The ability of three waters
infrastructure to service potential
future development within the site.

Note: Any application shall comply
information requirement TWM-REQ3

with
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7 November 2019
Hearings Panel: Urban and Services Plan Changes
c/- Eden Edwardson,
Support Assistant,
District Plan Department,
Whangarei District Council
By e-mail: eden.edwardson@wdc.govt.nz
Dear Hearings Panel members
Re: Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 –
Urban and Services to the Whangarei District Plan
Hearing Statement on Behalf of BP Oil New Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited
and Z Energy Limited
PART 10 – S42A REPORT – SIGNS AND LIGHTING
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Reference is made to the abovementioned matters set down for hearing commencing 25th
November 2019. This Hearing Statement has been prepared on behalf of BP Oil New
Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited and Z Energy Limited (“the Oil
Companies”) and represents their views.
1.2 The Oil Companies made submissions to Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115,
136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 - Urban and Services (“Urban and Services Plan Changes”).
The broad reasons for the Oil Companies’ interests in the Urban and Services Plan Changes
are set out in their submission along with the rationale and relief sought in relation to
specific submission points and these are not repeated here.
1.3 The purpose of this Hearing Statement is to record the Oil Companies’ position on their
submissions, taking into account the reporting planner’s recommendations in the Section
42A Report (“s42A Report”). For simplicity, this Hearing Statement responds to the
matters addressed in Part 10 – Signs and Lighting of the s42A Report only. The position of
the Oil Companies in relation to other parts of the s42A Report is set out in accompanying
Hearing Statements.
1.4 A summary of the Oil Companies’ position on the matters addressed in Part 10 – Signs and
Lighting of the s42A Report is included as Attachment 1 to this Hearing Statement. With
the exception of three submission points, the Oil Companies endorse the
recommendations of the Reporting Planner. Below, the Oil Companies set out their

reasons for opposing the recommendations relating to those three submission points and
the relief sought.
1.5 For the record, the Oil Companies did not lodge any further submissions.

2.0 POLICY SI – P8 ILLUMINATED SIGNAGE (TRAFFIC SAFETY)
Submission Point 101.3
2.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies supported and sought to retain the intent of
Policy SI – P8 Illuminated Signage (Traffic Safety).
Reporting Planner’s Position
2.2 At para 68 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner recommends accepting the Oil
Companies submission in relation to Policy SI – P8.
2.3 The recommendation at para 67 of the s42A Report is, however, to amend the policy in
response to NZTA submission 240.56 to require illuminated signage to be located and
designed to “minimise” (as opposed to “manage”) potential adverse effects on traffic
safety. The reporting planner explains that a stronger management approach is
considered to be warranted in this instance given that the SI objectives require the
adverse effects of illuminated signage on traffic safety to be avoided or mitigated.
2.4 The recommendation is to amend the wording of Policy SI – P8 as follows (additions
underlined; deletions in strikethrough):
Policy SI – P8 – Illuminated Signage (Traffic Safety):
To require illuminated signage to be located and designed to minimise manage the potential for
adverse effects on traffic safety.

The Oil Companies’ Position
2.5 The Oil Companies do not support the recommendation to amend SI-P8 to require
minimisation of adverse effects and do not agree that that is warranted by the
requirement in the SI objectives to avoid or mitigate the adverse effects of illuminated
signage on traffic safety.
2.6 Minimise can be interpreted as requiring all measures that are possible to be taken to
reduce effects to the smallest possible extent.
2.7 That may not be necessary or practicable in all situations and represents a higher
threshold than the mitigation of adverse effects, which is provided for in the objective. In
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this context, the Oil Companies consider the requirement in the notified version of the
policy to ‘manage’ adverse effects is appropriate.
Relief Sought:
2.8 The Oil Companies urge the Hearing Panel to reject the recommendation of the
Reporting Planner to amend Policy SI – P8 Illuminated Signage (Traffic Safety) and to
instead retain the notified version of the policy without amendment, as follows:
Policy SI – P8 – Illuminated Signage (Traffic Safety):
To require illuminated signage to be located and designed to manage the potential for adverse
effects on traffic safety.

3.0 RULE SI-R17 ANY ILLUMINATED SIGNAGE
Submission Point 101.1
3.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought to amend the activity status of illuminated
signs assessed under Rule SI-R17 Any Illuminated Signage from restricted discretionary to
permitted where the sign complies with the standards set out in the rule, and to amend
the default position from discretionary to restricted discretionary where compliance with
the standards is not achieved.
3.2 In addition, the Oil Companies sought to delete ‘the duration of consent’ as a matter of
discretion on the basis that the purpose of the matter is unclear, or alternatively link it to
applications for temporary activities only.
3.3 The changes sought in the Oil Companies’ submission to Rule SI-R17 were as follows
(additions underlined, deletions in strikethrough):
SIGN R17 - Any Illuminated Sign
Activity Status RD (Restricted Discretionary) P (Permitted)
Where:
1. The illuminated sign is located within the following zones:
a. City Centre
b. Mixed Use
c. Commercial
d. Shopping Centre
e. Local Commercial
f.
Light Industry
g. Heavy Industry
h. Sport and Active Recreation
i.
Port
j.
Marsden Primary Centre – Town Centre South or Industry
k. Strategic Rural Industry
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l.

Hospital
2. The illuminated sign:
a. Complies with the signage controls for the zone in which the sign is located.
b. Is not animated, moving or flashing and does not contain any moving image or wording.
c. Is not located within 20m of any road intersection.
d. Complies with the brightness standards in the table below.

Activity Status when compliance not achieved: RD (Restricted Discretionary)
Matters of Discretion:
1. The effects of the illuminated sign, specifically light spill and glare, on the amenity values
and character of the surrounding zone(s).
2. Scale, location, and hours of operation/duration of illumination.
3. The effects of illumination/animation on traffic safety and the efficient and safe function
of the roading network.
4. Cumulative effects.
5. Duration of consent.

Reporting Planner’s Position
3.4 The recommendation at para 168 of the s42A Report is to accept in part the Oil
Companies submission. The element of the submission that is accepted is removal of
‘duration of consent’ as a matter of discretion for illuminated signage. This is addressed
at para 164 of the s42A Report, where the reporting officer agrees that it is unnecessary.
3.5 As set out in para 163 of the s42A Report, the reporting officer does not support
amending the activity status of illuminated signage as sought by the Oil Companies on
the basis that the appropriateness of illuminated signage within the Zones listed in SIR17 requires consideration on a case by case basis which cannot be conclusively
managed through the use of permitted activity standards. The s42A report goes on to
state that:
‘The notified SI provisions identify zones where illuminated signage is either generally
anticipated or where there would be reasonable intent for these types of signs. A
restricted discretionary activity status provides clear assessment direction for the
consideration of such proposals, with a discretionary status ensuring that the effects of
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non-compliant illuminated signage proposals are comprehensively considered and tested
against the objectives and policies for each zone.’
The Oil Companies’ Position
3.6 The Oil Companies support the hierarchy of zonings set out in the proposed Signage
chapter in terms of the sensitivity of the surrounding environment to illuminated
signage. The nature and characteristics of the zones identified in SI-R17, being primarily
commercial and industrial type zones, means they are less sensitive to the effects of
illuminated signage and the Oil Companies agree with the Reporting Officer that these
are ‘zones where illuminated signage is either generally anticipated or where there would
be reasonable intent for these types of signs’.
3.7 This intent is signalled in Objective SI-02 Illuminated Signs, which states (emphasis
added) ‘Illuminated signage is provided for where it contributes to the social, cultural and
economic welling of the District in a manner which…”. Policies NL-P2 and NL-P4 similarly
seek to enable artificial lighting in certain circumstances.
3.8 In the Oil Companies opinion, a blanket requirement for all illuminated signage to obtain
(at a minimum) restricted discretionary activity consent does not provide for or enable
such signage and does not, therefore, reflect the policy intent.
3.9 In terms of effects, the introduction to the signs chapter recognises that illuminated
signage has the potential to impact on the amenity of the surrounding environment due
to the ‘brightness’ of the signage in contrast to the environment in which it is located.
The environment of the zones listed in SL-R17, being predominantly industrial and
commercial zones, is likely to already be well lit, including by street lighting. In this
context, compliance with the brightness standards in SL-R17 (along with other size and
location etc standards) is considered to provide an appropriate level of control on the
adverse effects of illuminated signage in these zones. The Oil Companies’ consider the
status of such signs should be permitted where compliance with the standards is met,
with a default to restricted discretionary activity status if those standards cannot be met.
3.10 Effects associated with illuminated signage are considered to be relatively discrete and
well understood, and these are comprehensively addressed in the matters of discretion
already associated with SL-R17. As such, the Oil Companies consider there is no need for
the council to retain full discretion over applications for illuminated signage that do not
comply with the standards of SL-R17 and that a restricted discretionary activity status is
sufficient and appropriate, noting that Council can still refuse such applications.
3.11 For completeness, the Oil Companies’ record that they support the remainder of the
amendments recommended to SL-R17 in response to the submissions of other parties.
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Relief Sought:
3.12 The Oil Companies urge the Hearings Panel to reject the recommendation of the
reporting planner to retain the activity status of all illuminated signage as restricted
discretionary and to amend Rule SL-R17 so that signage that complies with the standards
set out in Rule SL-R17 is permitted with a default to restricted discretionary where
compliance with the standards is not achieved.
3.13 This could be achieved by making the following changes to the wording of Rule SL-R17
proposed in the s42A Report (additions underlined, deletions in strikethrough and
highlighted in red):
SIGN R17 - Any Illuminated Sign visible from beyond the site boundary
Activity Status RD (Restricted Discretionary) Permitted
Where:

1. The illuminated sign is located within the following zones:
a. City Centre
b. Mixed Use
c. Commercial
d. Shopping Centre
e. Local Commercial Centre
f. Light Industry
g. Heavy Industry
h. Sport and Active Recreation
i. Port
j. Marsden Primary Centre – Town Centre South or Industry
k. Strategic Rural Industry
l. Hospital
2. The illuminated sign:
a. Complies with the signage controls for the zone in which the sign is located and the
b.
c.
d.
e.

requirements of SIGN-R2.
Is not animated, moving or flashing and does not contain any moving image or wording.
Is not located within 20m of any road intersection.
Complies with the Illuminated Signage brightness Limits standards in the table below.
The maximum brightness levels have been measured by calculation or certified by a suitably
qualified and experienced professional (e.g. Chartered Professional Engineer or Independently
Qualified Person).
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Activity Status when compliance not achieved: RD (Restricted Discretionary)
Matters of Discretion:
6.

The effects of the illuminated sign, specifically light spill and glare, on the amenity values and
character of the surrounding zone(s).

7.

Scale, location, and hours of operation/duration of illumination.

8. The effects of illumination/animation on traffic safety and the efficient and safe function of the
roading network.
9. Cumulative effects.
10. Duration of consent.
Note: All official signs, road signs, community signs or signs not visible from beyond the site boundary
refer to rule SIGN-R13 – R15 and SIGN-RNew2 above.

4.0 RULE SI-R19 CONSOLIDATED SIGN INSTALLATIONS
Submission Point 101.6
4.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought to amend Rule SI-R19 to change the activity
status of Consolidated Sign Installations from discretionary to restricted discretionary and
to introduce relevant matters of discretion, as follows (additions underlined):
SI-R19 Consolidated Sign Installations
Activity Status: RD (Restricted Discretionary)
1. The effects of the illuminated sign, specifically light spill and glare, on the amenity
values and character of the surrounding zone(s).
2. Scale, location, and hours of operation/duration of illumination.
3. The effects of illumination/animation on traffic safety and the efficient and safe function
of the roading network.
4. Cumulative effects.

Reporting Planner’s Position
4.2 The recommendation of the reporting planner, at para 173 of the s42A Report, is to
reject the Oil Companies submission and retain SI-R19 as notified.
4.3 At paras 171 and 172 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner explains that a full s32
assessment for “consolidated signs” was undertaken in the Signs s32 report and that a
discretionary activity status was considered most appropriate as it allows consideration
of the actual and potential effects on the surrounding environment, the relationship with
other signs, the frequency and content of signs. The s42A Report states that Reporting
Planner supports that assessment also considers that a full discretionary activity status is
appropriate in order to ensure there is a full consideration of consolidated signs which
could result in the proliferation of signs in one location or area.
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The Oil Companies’ Position
4.4 While the Oil Companies acknowledge the desire of the Council to be able to control the
proliferation of signs under the consolidated signage rules, it is considered unnecessary
to do so via a discretionary activity consent status. Restricted discretionary activity
consent is considered more appropriate, and to better accord with the requirements of
Section 32 RMA, as being necessary and appropriate.
4.5 Further, it is considered that ‘consolidated sign installations’ which is defined as ‘a sign
which identifies or advertises at least three different businesses, activities, or events (or a
combination thereof) within a single permanent structure’, may actually result in fewer
signs being used, and therefore, reduce the potential for proliferation of signage and the
associated adverse effects. For example, where multiple businesses in a development are
advertised on a single larger site-wide sign rather each having their own individual
advertising signage. The rules should not act as a disincentive to businesses adopting
this type of sign, where it is appropriate to do so.
4.6 Discretionary activity consent means that any and all aspects of the activity can be
considered. The Oil Companies consider it is unnecessary to retain full discretion in
relation to the specific effects associated with consolidated signs, which the s32
assessment identifies as being amenity effects, the relationship with other signs and the
frequency and content of signs; and there is no need to consider broader effects. The
effects of concern clearly and specifically relate to the effects of consolidated signage
and it is, therefore, considered appropriate for the Council to retain discretion in relation
to those effects only.
4.7 A restricted discretionary activity status would clearly recognise that:
4.7.1

4.7.2

4.7.3

Such activities need not be avoided but do need to be managed. While it is
accepted that consolidated signage must be carefully considered and in some
cases will not be appropriate, consolidated signage may in some cases provide a
better solution to managing the effects of signage across a comprehensive
development and reducing the proliferation of signs and those potential benefits
should not be discouraged by applying a full discretionary activity status;
It should be possible to ensure that the effects of such signage can be addressed
through amendment of the proposal and/or conditions of consent, but that the
option of declining consent remains should it be necessary; and
There is a narrow range of matters that will need to be considered when
determining the suitability of a proposal, including cumulative effects, and
therefore the range of matters that discretion can be restricted to can be
appropriately defined.
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Relief Sought:
4.8 Accordingly, the Oil Companies urge the Hearings Panel to reject the recommendation of
the reporting planner in relation to Rule SI-R19 and to amend the status of consolidated
sign installations from discretionary to restricted discretionary and to introduce
appropriate matters of discretion. This could be achieved by including matters of
discretion along the lines of those sought in the Oil Companies’ submission. It is
acknowledged that the matters set out in the Oil Companies’ submission appear to focus
primarily on illuminated signage and alternative wording is, therefore, suggested below
to shift the focus to consolidated signage installations (additions underlined):
SI-R19 Consolidated Sign Installations
Activity Status: RD (Restricted Discretionary)
1. The effects of the consolidated signage installation, specifically on the amenity values and
character of the surrounding zone(s).
2. Scale, location and content of consolidated signage installations.
3. The effects of consolidated signage installations on traffic safety and the efficient and
safe function of the roading network.
4. Cumulative effects.

4.9 Scope for the alternative wording is provided by the Oil Companies submission, which
seeks to achieve a general intent, acknowledges that the specific wording suggested in
the submission is only one means of achieving that intent and seeks such other specific
wording as is required to give effect to the submission.
5.0 CONCLUDING STATEMENT
5.1 If the Hearing Panel has any matters of clarification in relation to the matters above, please
contact the undersigned on 021 0244 3961.

Kind Regards,

Georgina McPherson
Principal Planning and Policy Consultant
4Sight Consulting Limited
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Attachment 1: Urban and Services Plan Changes – PART 10 - S42A REPORT - SIGNS AND LIGHTING
Statement summarising Submissions of the Oil Companies, recommendations of the Reporting Planner, and the position of the Oil Companies with respect to the same
Changes from the text of the Plan Change as it was when proposed are shown as additions underlined and deletions in strikethrough
PART 10 - S42A REPORT - SIGNS AND LIGHTING

Plan Change 82A Signs (SI)
Addressed in Part 10 - s42A Report - Signs and Lighting
Plan Provisions and
Oil
Companies’
Position

Sub No.

Relief Sought

Section 42A Report Recommendations in relation to
Oil Companies’ submission

Response of Oil Companies

Objectives

101.2

Retain the intent of the following objectives:

Accept
Amend Objectives S1-01 and S1-02 as follows:

The proposed changes retain
the intent of Objectives S1-01
and S1-02 and can be
supported.

▪

▪

Support

Objective S101 - Provision
for signage
Objective S102
–
Illuminated
signage

▪

Objective S1-01 - Provision for
signage

▪

Objective S1-02 – Illuminated signage

These are as follows:
Objective S1-01 - Provision for signage:
Signage is provided for across a range of zones
where:
1.
It maintains, or where appropriate
enhances, the character and amenity
of the surrounding zone.
2.
It does not adversely impact heritage
values, traffic and pedestrian safety,

Objective S1-01 - Provision for signage:
Signage is provided for across a range of zones where:
4.
It maintains, or where appropriate enhances,
the character and amenity of the surrounding
zone.
5.
It does not adversely impact heritage values,
the transport network traffic and pedestrian
and cyclist safety, or impede the efficient use
of infrastructure.
6.

It is provided in a manner which is efficient,
legible and functional.

The Panel is urged to accept
the recommendations in the
S42A Report.

or impede the efficient use of
infrastructure.
3.

It is provided in a manner which is
efficient, legible and functional.

Objective S1-02 – Illuminated signage:

Policies
▪

▪

101.3
Policy S1-P1 Scale
and
Intensity
Policy SI-P3 –
Health
and
Safety Signs

Illuminated signage is provided for where it
contributes to the social, cultural and
economic wellbeing of the District in a
manner which:
1.
Maintains or enhances the amenity
and character of the surrounding
environment.
2.
Avoids or mitigates adverse effects on
traffic safety, heritage values,
amenity, and the health and safety of
people.
Retain the intent of the following policies:

Objective S1-02 – Illuminated signage:
Illuminated signage is provided for where it
contributes to the social, cultural and economic
wellbeing of the District in a manner which:
3.
Maintains or enhances the amenity and
character of the surrounding environment.
4.
Avoids or mitigates adverse effects on the
safe and efficient operation of the transport
network traffic safety, heritage values,
amenity, and the health and safety of people.

Accept in part
Retain Policies S1 - P1, P3 and P4 without
amendment.

▪

Policy S1-P1 - Scale and Intensity

▪

Policy SI-P3 – Health and Safety Signs

▪

Policy SI-P4 - Traffic Safety Signs

Amend S1-P8 as follows:

▪

Policy SI – P8 – Illuminated Signage
(Traffic Safety)

Policy SI – P8 – Illuminated Signage (Traffic Safety):

Policy S1-P1 - Scale and Intensity:
To provide for signage across a range of zones
at a scale and intensity which ensures that the

To require illuminated signage to be located and
designed to minimise manage the potential for
adverse effects on traffic safety.
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As detailed in the Hearing
Statement, the Oil Companies
do
not
support
the
recommendation to amend SIP8 to require minimisation of
adverse effects and do not
agree that that is warranted by
the requirement in the SI
objectives to avoid or mitigate
the adverse effects of

▪

Policy SI-P4 Traffic Safety
Signs

▪

Policy SI – P8 –
Illuminated
Signage
(Traffic
Safety)

Support

signage maintains the character and amenity
of these zones and traffic safety within these
zones by:
1.
Requiring signage to relate to the goods
or services available on site.
2.
Limiting the size, location, and design of
signage.

3.

Requiring the consideration of
cumulative effects of signage, taking
into account whether the signage in
conjunction with existing signs will
create visual clutter or other adverse
cumulative effects on amenity values or
traffic safety.

Para 67 of s42a report states:
‘I support NZTA’s submission to amend SI-P8 to
require illuminated signage to be located and
designed to “minimise” (as opposed to “manage”)
potential adverse effects on traffic safety. I consider
that a stronger management approach is warranted
in this instance given that the SI objectives require the
adverse effects of illuminated signage on traffic safety
to be avoided or mitigated.’

The Oil Companies seek to
retain Policy SI – P8 –
Illuminated Signage (Traffic
Safety) as notified without
modification.
The Panel is
urged
to
accept
the
submission
of
the
Oil
Companies and make changes
accordingly.
The Oil Companies support
retention of Policies S1 - P1, P3
and P4 without amendment.
The Panel is urged to accept
the recommendation in the
S42A Report to retain those
provisions as notified.

Policy SI-P3 – Health and Safety Signs:
To provide for signage required to protect the
health and safety of the community and enable
navigation.
Policy SI-P4 - Traffic Safety Signs:
To manage signs visible from roads, including
the State Highway, to maintain traffic safety
by:
1.
Providing for road signs associated
with road safety where they are
designed and erected by the relevant
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authorities for the purpose of traffic
control or public safety.
2.

Controlling the location, size and design
of signage visible from roads.

Policy SI – P8 – Illuminated Signage (Traffic
Safety):
To require illuminated signage to be located
and designed to manage the potential for
adverse effects on traffic safety.
101.4

Policy
▪

Oppose

SI-P7
–
Illuminated
Signage
(Amenity and
Character)

Amend SI-P7 to replace the term “limiting” in
clause 1 with the term “controlling”.
This could be achieved by making the following
amendments:
To require illuminated signage to maintain the
amenity and character of the zone and
Resource Areas in which it is located by:
1.
Limiting Controlling the use of
Illuminated signage in zones where
amenity values are higher and the
background lighting levels are
generally lower.
2.
Controlling the location and brightness
of illuminated signage in the City
Centre, Mixed Use, Commercial,
Shopping Centre, Light Industry, Heavy

Accept in part
Amend Policy SI- P7 as follows:
To require illuminated signage to maintain the
amenity and character of the zone and Resource
Areas in which it is located by controlling:
1.
Limiting the use of Illuminated signage in
zones where amenity values are higher and
the background lighting levels are generally
lower.
2.
Controlling the design, location and brightness
of illuminated signage in the City Centre, Mixed
Use, Commercial, Shopping Centre, Light
Industrial, Heavy Industrial, Local Commercial
Centre and Sport and Active Recreation, Port,
Marsden Primary Centre – Town Centre South
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The proposed changes give
effect to Oil Companies
submission and improve
consistency with Rule 17. The
Panel is urged to accept the
recommendations in the S42A
Report.

Industry, Local Commercial and Sport
and Active Recreation Zones.
101.5

Rule
▪

SI – R13 Any
official Sign

Rule

Oppose

Retain rule as proposed:

Accept

SI- R13 Any Official Sign
Activity Status: P (Permitted)

Retain as notified

The recommendation gives
effect to the Oil Companies’
submission.
The Panel is
urged
to
accept
the
recommendations in the S42A
Report.

No performance standards.

Support

▪

and Industry, Strategic Rural Industries and
Hospital Zones.

101.1
SI-R17
Any
Illuminated
Signage

Permit illuminated signage that complies with
the standards in SI- R17;
and
Ensure that non-compliance with SI-R17
defaults to a restricted discretionary activity,
with matters of discretion restricted to safety
and amenity matters;
and
Delete “duration of consent” from the matters
of discretion, or alternatively specifically link it
to applications for temporary activities.
The changes to SI-R17 could be achieved by
making the following amendments:
Activity Status RD (Restricted Discretionary) P
(Permitted)
Where:
3. The illuminated

Accept in part
Accept deletion of ‘duration of consent’ as a matter
of discretion, but otherwise reject changes to activity
status.
Amend Rule SI-R17 as follows:
Activity Status RD (Restricted Discretionary)
Where:

3. The illuminated sign is located within the
following zones:
a. City Centre
b. Mixed Use
c. Commercial
d. Shopping Centre
e. Local Commercial Centre
f. Light Industry
g. Heavy Industry
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As detailed in the Hearing
Statement, the Oil Companies
continue to seek a permitted
activity status for illuminated
signs in the zones listed in Rule
SI-R17 with a default to
restricted discretionary where
the performance standards
are not met.
This is consistent with the
policy direction given to
provide
for
illuminated
signage in such zones and with
the
generally
higher
background lighting levels
expected
in
these
predominately industrial and
commercial zones.

sign is located
within
the
following zones:
a. City Centre
b. Mixed Use
c. Commercial
d. Shopping Centre
e. Local Commercial
f.
Light Industry
g. Heavy Industry
h. Sport and Active Recreation
i.
Port
j.
Marsden Primary Centre – Town
Centre South or Industry
k. Strategic Rural Industry
l.
Hospital
4. The illuminated sign:
a. Complies with the signage controls
for the zone in which the sign is
located.
b. Is not animated, moving or flashing
and does not contain any moving
image or wording.
c. Is not located within 20m of any road
intersection.
d. Complies with the brightness
standards in the table below.

h.
i.
j.

Sport and Active Recreation
Port
Marsden Primary Centre – Town Centre
South or Industry
k. Strategic Rural Industry
l. Hospital
4. The illuminated sign:
a. Complies with the signage controls for the
zone in which the sign is located and the
requirements of SIGN-R2.
b. Is not animated, moving or flashing and
does not contain any moving image or
wording.
c. Is not located within 20m of any road
intersection.
d. Complies with the Illuminated Signage
brightness Limits standards in the table
below.
e. The maximum brightness levels have been
measured by calculation or certified by a
suitably qualified and experienced
professional (e.g. Chartered Professional
Engineer or Independently Qualified
Person).
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Further the effects of
illuminated signage are well
understood
and
comprehensively covered by
the assessment matters listed
in SI-R17, such that a restricted
discretionary activity status is
considered sufficient and
appropriate for activities that
do not meet the standards set
out in Rule Si-R17 with no
need for the council to retain
full discretion over such
signage applications.
The
Panel is urged to accept the
submission
of
the
Oil
Companies and make changes
accordingly.
The
other
changes
recommended
by
the
Reporting Officer can be
supported and the Panel is
urged
to
accept
the
recommendations in the S42A
Report.

Activity Status when compliance not achieved:
RD (Restricted Discretionary)

Activity Status when compliance not achieved: D
(Discretionary)

Matters of Discretion:

Matters of Discretion:

11. The effects of the illuminated sign,
specifically light spill and glare, on
the amenity values and character of
the surrounding zone(s).

16. The effects of the illuminated sign,
specifically light spill and glare, on the
amenity values and character of the
surrounding zone(s).

12.

17.

Scale, location, and hours of
operation/duration of illumination.

Scale,
location,
and
hours
operation/duration of illumination.

of

13. The effects of illumination/animation
on traffic safety and the efficient and
safe function of the roading network.

18. The effects of illumination/animation on
traffic safety and the efficient and safe
function of the roading network.

14. Cumulative effects.

19. Cumulative effects.

15. Duration of consent.

20. Duration of consent.
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101.6

Rule
▪

Oppose

SI-R19
Consolidated
Signs
Installations

Amend Rule SI-R19 to change the activity
status of Consolidated Sign Installations to
restricted discretionary with discretion
retained over the following matters:
5. The effects of the illuminated
sign, specifically light spill and
glare, on the amenity values
and
character
of
the
surrounding zone(s).
6. Scale, location, and hours of
operation/duration
of
illumination.
7. The
effects
of
illumination/animation on traffic
safety and the efficient and safe
function of the roading network.
8. Cumulative effects.

Note: All official signs, road signs, community signs or
signs not visible from beyond the site boundary refer
to rule SIGN-R13 – R15 and SIGN-RNew2 above.
Reject
Retain R19 as notified.
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As detailed in the Hearing
Statement,
a
restricted
discretionary activity status
for
consolidated
sign
installations is considered
more appropriate, and to
better accord with the
requirements of Section 32
RMA, as being necessary and
appropriate.
This
would
recognise that while such signs
need to be managed, they do
not need to be avoided, that
the effects of such signs are
narrow and clearly understood
and likely to be able to be
addressed
through
amendment of the proposal or
consent
conditions.
Alternatively, a restricted
discretionary activity status
still allows an application to be
refused. The Panel is urged to
accept the submission of the
Oil Companies and make
changes accordingly.

Plan Change 82B Lighting (NL)
Addressed in Part 10 - s42A Report - Signs and Lighting
Plan Provisions and Sub No.
Oil
Companies’
Position
Objectives,
policies 101.7
and rules
101.8
101.9
▪

NL-01 to NL –
03

▪

NL-P1 to NLP2 and NL-P4
to NL-P5

▪

NL-R2, NLR4,
NL-R6

Relief Sought

Section 42A Report Recommendations in
relation to Oil Companies’ submission

Response of Oil Companies

Retain the following provisions:

Accept in part

Changes to the objectives
and
policies
can
be
supported.
None of the changes to the
rules proposed in the S42A
Report are substantive and
can be supported. The Panel
is urged to accept the
recommendations in the
S42A Report

▪

NL-01 to NL – 03

▪

NL-P1 to NL-P2 and NL-P4 to NL-P5

▪

NL-R2, NLR4, NL-R6

▪

Retain NL-01 and O2 without
amendment

▪

Amend NL – 03 to include
reference to the safety and
security of people.

▪

Retain NL-P1 as notified.

▪

Retain NL-P3 as notified.

▪

Amend NL-P2 and NL-P5 to
include reference to cyclists.

▪

Amend NL-P4 to require artificial
lighting to be appropriately
design, installed and maintained.

▪

Make minor changes to rules NLR2, NLR4, NL-R6 in response to
other submissions.

These are as follows:
NL - 01 Provision of Lighting:
Artificial lighting is provided to enable activities to occur
outside of daylight hours and to support the health, safety
and security of people, communities, and their property.

Support
NL – 02 Adverse Effects:
Artificial lighting maintains, and where appropriate
enhances, the amenity and character of the surrounding
environment while avoiding, remedying and mitigating
adverse effects associated with light spill and glare.
NL – 03 Lighting Infrastructure:
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The subdivision and development of land provides artificial
lighting infrastructure to support the safety of people and
property and to maintain public pedestrian and traffic
safety.
NL - P1 Amenity and Character:
To maintain, and where appropriate enhance, the amenity
and character of each zone by controlling the intensity,
location and direction of artificial lighting.
NL - P2 Health and Safety:
To enable the use of artificial lighting where it is required
for health and safety reasons, traffic and pedestrian safety
or navigational purposes.
NL - P4 Safety:
To enable safe and efficient use of areas which will be
accessed by the general public after daylight hours by
requiring artificial lighting to be provided when developing
or redeveloping these areas.
NL - P5 Road Network:
To support the safe and efficient use of the roading and
pedestrian network while maintaining the character and
amenity of the surrounding environment by requiring street
lighting to be provided at the time of subdivision.
NL – R2 Any Artificial Lighting:
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Activity Status: P Where:
1.

2.
3.

4.

a.

b.

The artificial lighting is shielded so that light
emitted by the luminaire is projected below a
horizontal plane running through the lowest
point on the fixture as represented in NL
Appendix Illustration of District Wide Lighting
Standard.
The light is static and is not moving or flashing.
The artificial lighting is located in the Active Sport
and Recreation Zone or the Open Space Zone and
it complies with the AS/NZS 1158 series of
standards.
The added illuminance onto any other site or a
road reserve, measured at the boundary, does
not exceed the following limits:
All zones (excluding the Active Sport and
Recreation Zone and the Open Space Zone):
i. Artificial lighting measured at the receiving
allotment boundary with a road reserve – 15 Lux.
ii. Artificial lighting measured at the receiving
allotment boundary other than with a road
reserve – 10 Lux.
Active Sport and Recreation Zone and Open
Space Zone:
i. Artificial lighting measured at the receiving site
boundary with a road reserve – 15 Lux.
ii. Artificial lighting measured at the receiving
allotment boundary with the Residential,
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Conservation, Rural Living, Rural Village
Residential and Rural (Urban Expansion) Zones –
10 Lux.
iii. Artificial lighting measured at the receiving
site boundary with all other zones – 20 Lux.
Note: The limits identified do not apply to internal
allotment boundaries where multiple allotments are
held in the same ownership.
5.

The activity complies with REQ-01.

Activity Status when compliance not achieved: RD
(Restricted Discretionary)
Matters of discretion:
1.

The effects of artificial lighting and glare on the
amenity values and the character of the zone or
surrounding environment.

2.

The effects of lighting on traffic and pedestrian
safety.

NL - R4 Any Health and Safety or Navigational Artificial
Lighting:
Activity
Status:
P
(Permitted)
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Where:
1.

Any artificial lighting is limited to that which is
required to meet the relevant health and safety
standards and complies with the requirements
of the relevant standards or legislation.
Artificial lighting which is a navigational aid or
installation is erected or constructed by the
relevant authority (or their authorised
representative) and operated in accordance with
the relevant legislation.

2.

Note: Navigational aids may be provided by but are not
limited to the following authorities: Maritime New Zealand,
Civil Aviation Authority, a Regional Council or a District
Council
NL - R6 Any Car Parking or Loading Spaces in City Centre,
Commercial, Light Industry, Heavy Industry, Waterfront,
Marsden Primary Centre – Town Centre South and Industry,
Rural Village Centre, Rural Village Industrial zones.
Activity Status: P
Where:
1.

Artificial lighting is provided for all parking and
loading areas associated with an activity that:

(a) Is not a residential activity.
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(b) Operates after daylight hours.
2.

The artificial lighting complies with the AS/NZS158
series of standards.

3.

The artificial lighting complies with all standards in
NL-R2 for the relevant zone.

Compliance standard: All zones not listed in NL- R6 must
comply with NL-R2 – R5 for all artificial lighting.
Activity Status when compliance not achieved: D
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7 November 2019
Hearings Panel: Urban and Services Plan Changes
c/- Eden Edwardson,
Support Assistant,
District Plan Department,
Whangarei District Council
By e-mail: eden.edwardson@wdc.govt.nz
Dear Hearings Panel members
Re: Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 –
Urban and Services to the Whangarei District Plan
Hearing Statement on Behalf of BP Oil New Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited
and Z Energy Limited
PART 12 – S42A REPORT – PRECINCTS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Reference is made to the abovementioned matters set down for hearing commencing 25th
November 2019. This Hearing Statement has been prepared on behalf of BP Oil New
Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited and Z Energy Limited (“the Oil
Companies”) and represents their views.
1.2 The Oil Companies made submissions to Proposed Plan Changes 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115,
136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148 - Urban and Services (“Urban and Services Plan Changes”).
The broad reasons for the Oil Companies’ interests in the Urban and Services Plan Changes
are set out in their submission along with the rationale and relief sought in relation to
specific submission points and these are not repeated here.
1.3 The purpose of this Hearing Statement is to record the Oil Companies’ position on their
submissions taking into account the reporting planner’s recommendations in the Section
42A Report (“s42A Report”). For simplicity, this Hearing Statement responds to the
matters addressed in Part 12 – Precincts of the s42A Report only. The position of the Oil
Companies in relation to other parts of the s42A Report is set out in accompanying Hearing
Statements.
1.4 The Oil Companies only lodged one submission point on Plan Change 88J – Precincts and
this is addressed below.
1.5 For the record, the Oil Companies did not lodge any further submissions.

2.0 PREC1 - OIL REFINERY PRECINCT – DEFINITION OF OIL REFINERY ACTIVITIES
Submission Point 101.40
2.1 In their submission, the Oil Companies sought to amend the definition of ‘oil refinery
activities’ to remove the provision in the definition for ‘residential dwellings associated
with the refinery’ and to specify that office and support activities should be ancillary to
the Oil Refinery activities, as follows (additions underlined; deletions in strikethrough).
Oil Refinery Activities:
Means the use of land and / or buildings within the Oil Refinery Precinct for refinery related
activities include:
a) Operation of storage and fuel tanks;
b) Process plants;
c) Cogeneration plants and associated transmission lines;
d) Ancillary offices;
e) Ancillary support and community activities
f) Visitor centres;
g) Canteens/ cafes and residential dwellings associated with the refinery; and
h) Ancillary facilities catering to the needs of staff and visitors.

Reporting Planner’s Position
2.2 At para 31 of the s42A Report, the Reporting Planner recommends accepting the Oil
Companies submission and amending the definition of Oil Refinery Activities as follows:
Oil Refinery Activities:
Means the use of land and / or buildings and major structures within the Oil Refinery Marsden
Point Energy Precinct for refinery related activities include:
a) Operation of storage and fuel tanks;
b) Process plants;
c) Cogeneration plants and associated transmission lines;
d) Offices;
e) Support and community activities
f) Visitor centres;
g) Canteens/ cafes and residential dwelling associated with the refinery; and
h) Facilities catering to the needs of staff and visitors.

The Oil Companies’ Position
2.3 Despite the recommendation in the s42A Report to accept the Oil Companies’
submission, the changes sought to the definition of Oil Refinery Activities are not
reflected in the track change version of the definition, as shown in paragraph 2.2 above.
There is no discussion in the s42A Report in relation to the merits of the Oil Companies’
submission, simply the recommendation in para 31 to accept it. As such, the Oil
Companies assume the failure to carry the changes, accepted by the Reporting Planner,
through to the track change version of the provisions is simply an error or oversight.
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2.4 The Oil Companies note that this same situation applies to Refining NZ’s submission
260.13, which also seeks changes to the definition of Oil Refinery Activities, including
deletion of the reference to residential dwellings, consistent with the Oil Companies’
submission. Similarly, the recommendation at para 31 of the s42A Report is to accept
that submission, but the relief is not carried through to the track change version of the
provisions and no discussion is provided in the s42A Report in relation to the merits of
the submission.
2.5 The Oil Companies consider the definition should be amended to delete the reference to
residential dwellings (even if associated with the refinery activity) as residential activities
are incompatible with bulk fuel storage and refining and heavy industrial activities.
Locating residential dwellings in close proximity to heavy industrial activities and bulk
fuel storage will result in risks and generate reverse sensitivity issues. This same concern
applies to standalone office and support activities, which may be sensitive to the effects
generated by heavy industrial activities and bulk fuel storage and refining.
Relief Sought:
2.6 The Oil Companies urge the Hearing Panel to accept the recommendation of the
Reporting Planner to accept the Oil Companies’ submission and to ensure the changes
sought are carried through to the track change version of the provisions. This could be
achieved by making changes to the definition along the following lines (additional
changes underlined, in strikethrough and highlighted in red):
Oil Refinery Activities:
Means the use of land and / or buildings and major structures within the Oil Refinery Marsden
Point Energy Precinct for refinery related activities include:
a) Operation of storage and fuel tanks;
b) Process plants;
c) Cogeneration plants and associated transmission lines;
d) Ancillary Offices;
e) Ancillary Support and community activities
f) Visitor centres;
g) Canteens/ cafes and residential dwelling associated with the refinery; and
h) Ancillary Facilities catering to the needs of staff and visitors

3.0 CONCLUDING STATEMENT
3.1 If the Hearing Panel has any matters of clarification in relation to the matters above, please
contact the undersigned on 021 0244 3961.
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Kind Regards,

Georgina McPherson
Principal Planning and Policy Consultant
4Sight Consulting Limited
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